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THE 3D-INDEX AND NORMAL SURFACES

STAVROS GAROUFALIDIS, CRAIG D. HODGSON,

NEIL R. HOFFMAN AND J. HYAM RUBINSTEIN

Abstract. Dimofte, Gaiotto and Gukov introduced a powerful
invariant, the 3D-index, associated to a suitable ideal triangu-
lation of a 3-manifold with torus boundary components. The

3D-index is a collection of formal power series in q1/2 with in-
teger coefficients. Our goal is to explain how the 3D-index is a

generating series of normal surfaces associated to the ideal trian-
gulation. This shows a connection of the 3D-index with classical

normal surface theory, and fulfills a dream of constructing topo-
logical invariants of 3-manifolds using normal surfaces.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the physicists Dimofte, Gaiotto and Gukov [DGG13], [DGG14]
introduced a powerful new invariant for a compact orientable 3-manifold M
with non-empty boundary ∂M consisting of tori, called the 3D-index. This
invariant arises from a gauge theory with N = 2 supersymmetry under a low
energy limit, and seems to contain a great deal of information about the
geometry and topology of the manifold. The 3D-index is a collection of q-
series, that is, formal Laurent series in q1/2, defined as an infinite sum over
integer weights attached to the edges of a chosen ideal triangulation T of M .
The q-series IT (b) are parametrised by a choice of peripheral homology class
b ∈H1(∂M ;Z).

Our goal is to explain how the 3D-index can be viewed as a generating
series of normal surfaces on T ; see Definition 8.1 and Corollary 8.2 below.
Normal surfaces depend heavily on the ideal triangulation whereas the 3D-
index should not. Our results show a connection of the 3D-index with classical
normal surface theory, and fulfill a ‘folk dream’ of constructing topological
invariants of 3-manifolds using normal surfaces.

In this paper, we first recall how the 3D-index of an ideal triangulation is de-
fined, following [GHRS15], and discuss some of its key properties. Throughout
the paper, by a triangulation of a compact 3-manifold we mean an ideal trian-
gulation in the sense of Thurston [Thu77] (see also [NZ85], [Neu92]). Physics
predicts that the 3D-index should give a topological invariant of the underly-
ing manifold M , but this is not known in general. In fact, the sum defining
the 3D-index need not even converge (as a formal Laurent series) for all ideal
triangulations T . But we can characterise the good triangulations using the
normal surface theory developed by Haken [Hak61b], [Hak61a]. (Haken’s the-
ory applies to ideal triangulations, when restricting to closed normal surfaces.)
In fact, the work of [GHRS15] shows the index sum for IT (b) converges for all
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b ∈H1(∂M ;Z) if and only if the triangulation is 1-efficient, that is, contains
no embedded closed normal surfaces S of Euler characteristic χ(S)≥ 0 except
peripheral tori.

By work of Matveev and Piergallini (see [Mat87], [Mat03], [Pie88], [BP97]),
any two ideal triangulations T ,T ′ (with at least 2 tetrahedra) of a given
compact 3-manifold M with non-empty boundary can be connected by a
sequence of 2-3 and 3-2 Pachner moves. Similarly, we can also consider 0-2
and 2-0 moves on a triangulation as shown in Figure 4 below.

The work of [Gar16], [GHRS15] shows that the index is invariant under
2-3/3-2 and 0-2/2-0 moves provided all ideal triangulations involved are 1-
efficient. However, it is not currently known whether any two 1-efficient tri-
angulations of a given manifold can be connected by 2-3/3-2 and 0-2/2-0
moves preserving 1-efficiency.

Next, we review Q-normal surface theory and spun normal surfaces, then
show that the work of Neumann [Neu92] on combinatorics of ideal triangula-
tions can be reinterpreted to give a precise description of the set Q(T ;Z) of
all integer solutions to the Q-matching equations of Tollefson [Tol98]. Each
such solution, S represents a (possibly singular) spun normal surface [KR04],
[Til08] with well-defined homology class [S]2 ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z) and bound-
ary [∂S] ∈H1(∂M ;Z) such that the mod 2 reduction of [∂S] is the image of [S]
under the boundary map ∂∗ :H1(M ;Z/2Z)→H1(∂M ;Z/2Z). Further, each
pair (a, b) ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z) such that ∂∗a= b mod 2 arises in
this way, and the Q-normal classes S with [S]2 = 0 and [∂S] = 0 are the integer
linear combinations of the “edge solutions” and the “tetrahedral solutions”
constructed by Kang–Rubinstein [KR04].

We then give a new formulation of the definition of index as a sum over
certain singular normal surfaces. The minimum degree of each term in this
sum then has a simple geometric interpretation involving the Euler charac-
teristic and the number of double arcs of the corresponding surface. This
leads to new, more direct proofs of results on the convergence of the series for
the 3D-index. We also introduce a class of embedded generalised normal sur-
faces, and show how to express the index as a sum over terms corresponding
to these embedded surfaces. This allows us to prove that the 3D-index IT (0)
is a formal power series in q, not just a formal Laurent series in q1/2.

We also show that the definition of 3D-index can be extended to give a q-
series IaT (b) for each (a, b) as above; this is a sum over Q-normal classes S with
[S]2 = a and [∂S] = b modulo tetrahedral solutions. The previous definition
of 3D-index only applies to the cases where a = 0 and b ∈ H1(∂M ; 2Z); we
have I0T (b) = IT (2b) in the notation of [GHRS15]. Here I0T (b) is also defined
for b ∈K=Ker(H1(∂M ;Z)→H1(M ;Z/2Z)).

We then give some computations of the 3D-index, including an example
showing that that the series for the 3D-index IaT (b) can sometimes converge
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for b �= 0 even when the triangulation T is not 1-efficient (so the series for
I0T (0) does not converge).

We conclude with some discussion of experimental results on the connect-
edness of the set of 1-efficient ideal triangulations of a given manifold under
2-3/3 and 0-2/2-0 Pachner moves. (Recall that such moves do not change
the 3D-index.) In particular, we find examples of 1-efficient triangulations
of the solid torus with six tetrahedra that cannot be connected by sequences
of 2-3/3-2 moves through 1-efficient triangulations. These triangulations can,
however, be connected via 1-efficient triangulations if 0-2 and 2-0 moves are
also allowed; hence they have the same 3D-index.

Finally, the appendix gives some results on generalised angle structures and
Euler characteristic for Q-normal surfaces; these extend well-known results of
Luo–Tillmann [LT08] for closed normal surfaces.

2. The tetrahedral index

The index for a triangulation is built up from the tetrahedron index
IΔ : Z2 → Z[[q

1
2 ]], defined for m,e ∈ Z by

(1) IΔ(m,e)(q) =

∞∑
n=max{0,−e}

(−1)n
q

1
2n(n+1)−(n+ 1

2 e)m

(q)n(q)n+e
,

where (q)n =
∏n

i=1(1 − qi) is the q-Pochhammer symbol (by convention
(q)0 = 1). The index coincides with the coefficient of ze in the generating
function

(2) I(m,q, z) :=
(q−

m
2 +1z−1; q)∞

(q−
m
2 z; q)∞

=
∑
e∈Z

IΔ(m,e)(q)ze,

where

(3) (z; q)∞ =

∞∏
n=0

(
1− zqn

)
.

(See [Gar16], which derives (2) from the Taylor series expansions for (x; q)∞
and 1/(x; q)∞.) More precisely, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. For any fixed q ∈C with 0< |q|< 1 the product for I(m,q, z)
in (2) defines a meromorphic function of z on C \ {0}, with simple poles
at z = q−|m|/2−n for all integers n ≥ 0. The series

∑
e∈Z

IΔ(m,e)(q)ze is

the Laurent series for I(m,q, z) in the annulus 0 < |z| < |q|−|m|/2, and its
coefficients are given by the contour integrals

(4) IΔ(m,e)(q) =
1

2πi

∫
Cρ

I(m,q, z)

ze+1
dz,

where Cρ is the circle |z|= ρ (oriented anticlockwise) and 0< ρ< |q|−|m|/2.
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Proof. First, note that the product for (z; q)∞ converges for all z, q ∈ C

with |q|< 1, since the geometric series
∑∞

n=0 zq
n is absolutely convergent for

these z, q. Further (z; q)∞ is a holomorphic function of z for any fixed q with
|q|< 1, and is zero if and only if z = q−n for some integer n≥ 0.

It follows that for any fixed q ∈C with 0< |q|< 1 the product for I(m,q, z)
in (2) defines a meromorphic function of z on C \ {0}. Now the denominator
(q−m/2z; q)∞ has zeros at z = qm/2−n1 where n1 ≥ 0 is an integer, while the
numerator (q−m/2+1z−1; q)∞ has zeros at z = q−m/2+1+n2 where n2 ≥ 0 is an
integer. Note that there is overlap between the zeros in the numerator and
denominator if m/2≥−m/2+1, that is, m≥ 1, giving removable singularities
in the quotient at z = qm/2, qm/2−1, . . . , q−m/2+1. It follows that if m≤ 0 the
function I(m,q, z) has simple poles at z = qm/2−n for all integers n≥ 0; and if
m≥ 1, I(m,q, z) has simple poles at z = q−m/2−n for all integers n≥ 0. The
result follows. �

Amore symmetric version of the tetrahedral index was defined in [GHRS15]
for a, b, c ∈ Z by

JΔ(a, b, c) =
(
−q

1
2

)−b
IΔ(b− c, a− b) =

(
−q

1
2

)−c
IΔ(c− a, b− c)(5)

=
(
−q

1
2

)−a
IΔ(a− b, c− a).

Then JΔ(a, b, c) is invariant under all permutations of its arguments a, b, c
and satisfies

(6) JΔ(a, b, c) =
(
−q

1
2

)s
JΔ(a+ s, b+ s, c+ s) for all s ∈ Z.

In particular, if a, b≥ 0 then (1) gives

(7) JΔ(a, b,0) = IΔ(−a, b) = q
1
2ab +higher order terms,

and (6) shows that, in general, the lowest degree term in JΔ(a, b, c) has q-
degree

(8) degJΔ(a, b, c) =
1

2

(
(a−m)(b−m)+(b−m)(c−m)+(c−m)(a−m)−m

)
and coefficient (−1)m, where m=min{a, b, c}.

The tetrahedral index also satisfies many other interesting algebraic iden-
tities including the quadratic identity

(9)
∑
e∈Z

IΔ(m,e)IΔ(m,e+ c)qe = δc,0,

the pentagon identity∑
e0∈Z

qe0IΔ(m1, x1 + e0)IΔ(m2, x2 + e0)IΔ(m1 +m2, x3 + e0)(10)

= q−x3IΔ(m1 − x2 + x3, x1 − x3)IΔ(m2 − x1 + x3, x2 − x3),

and some important recurrence relations. (See [Gar16] for the details.)
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Figure 1. The labelling of the 3 quadrilateral disk types
of tetrahedron A. Left: qA = qA:01:23, centre: q′A = qA:02:13,
right: q′′A = qA:03:12.

3. Notation and conventions for triangulated 3-manifolds

In this paper, we will observe the following conventions and notation.
Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with boundary consisting of r

tori. Let T be an ideal triangulation of intM with n ideal tetrahedra σj , (i.e.,
tetrahedra with their vertices removed). It follows that there are also n edges,
since the ideal triangulation T has no vertices, 2n faces, and χ(M) = 0.

3.1. Gluing equations. We now briefly describe how to encode the combi-
natorics of a triangulation contained in Thurston’s gluing equations (compare
[Thu77, Chapter 4]), while also including notation for normal disks in a tetra-
hedron. First, in each tetrahedron there are three pairs of opposite edges,
which are disjoint from the three quadrilateral disks from normal surface the-
ory. We label these quadrilaterals by the pair of edges they face, as in Regina
[Bur]; Figure 1 shows the quads qA = qA:01:23, q

′
A = qA:02:13, q

′′
A = qA:03:12 in

a tetrahedron labelled A. As our discussion unfolds, the quadrilaterals will
be the focus, however we also provide a labelling for the triangular disks
for completeness: tA:j refers the the triangle in tetrahedron A that cuts off
vertex j.

Central to the construction of Thurston’s gluing equations is the observa-
tion that edges in each tetrahedron form equivalence classes in the triangula-
tion. In Thurston’s notes, a set of logarithmic equations is associated to the
n edge classes of the triangulation. First, we associate a complex tetrahedral
parameter zj to the 01,23 edges in tetrahedron j, z′j =

1
1−zj

to the 02,13 edges

and z′′j =
zj−1
zj

to the 03,12 edges.

Then we can build the following edge equations:∑
j

(
ai,j log(zj) + bi,j log

(
z′j
)
+ ci,j log

(
z′′j

))
(11)

= 0+ 2π
√
−1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

where ai,j , bi,j , ci,j record the number of times the edges opposite quads
qj , q

′
j , q

′′
j of tetrahedron j appear in the ith edge class. (Our convention is

that arg(zj),arg(z
′
j),arg(z

′′
j ) ∈ (−π,π].)
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Note that the tetrahedral parameters also satisfy the relation

(12) log(zj) + log
(
z′j
)
+ log

(
z′′j

)
= π

√
−1.

We can also build 2r cusp equations using the same tetrahedral parameters:

∑
j

(
ai,j log(zj) + bi,j log

(
z′j
)
+ ci,j log

(
z′′j

))
(13)

= 0+ 2π
√
−1 for i ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , n+ 2r},

however here ai,j , bi,j , ci,j record the number of times a peripheral curve winds
anti-clockwise (or minus the number of clockwise times) around the edges
opposite the quads qj , q

′
j , q

′′
j in tetrahedron j.

The coefficients in the edge and cusp equations define a (n+2r)×3n gluing
matrix [ai,j bi,j ci,j ], which is also given by the gluing equations() function
in SnapPy [CDW].

Throughout the paper, we will write Ei for the vector of coefficients in the
ith edge equation, and we will also label the cusp equation coefficients coming
from the kth cusp by Mk and Lk and the corresponding curves μk and λk

where it proves convenient.

3.2. Generalised angle structures. Considering the imaginary parts of
above gluing equations allows us to define an angle structure on the triangu-
lation. If we define � to be the set of quad types in a triangulation T , then
a generalised angle structure on T is a function α :�→ R which assigns an
“angle” α(q) ∈ R to the pair of edges opposite a quad q and satisfies the set
of equations:

(14) α(qj) + α
(
q′j
)
+ α

(
q′′j
)
= π for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

and

(15)
∑
j

(
ai,jα(qj) + bi,jα

(
q′j
)
+ ci,jα

(
q′′j
))

= 2π for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

where ai,j , bi,j , ci,j are defined above. A strict angle structure satisfies the
additional condition that α(q)> 0 for all quads q and a semi angle structure
satisfies α(q)≥ 0.

A further refinement of generalised angle structures which considers the
holonomies of peripheral curves will be defined in the Appendix.

A central theme of this paper is that the entries of the gluing matrix can be
interpreted in a number of different and interesting ways. By exploiting these
relationships, we are able to better understand the 3D-index of a triangulation,
which will be defined in the next section.
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4. The 3D-index of an ideal triangulation

Using the notation from the previous section, we now give a definition of the
3D-index of an ideal triangulation T as formulated in [GHRS15, Section 4.7].

Given k= (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Z
n, we can assign an integer weight ki to the ith

edge class. Effectively, this also gives a weight on each edge of each tetrahedron
σj in T . Let aj(k), bj(k), cj(k) be the sums of weights assigned to the pair of
edges in tetrahedron j opposite quads qj , q

′
j , q

′′
j respectively. Note that these

coefficients are precisely the entries in the linear combination
∑n

i=1 kiEi of
the rows of the gluing matrix corresponding to the edge equations.

Now we define a tetrahedral index associated to the tetrahedron σj by

J(σj ;k) = JΔ
(
aj(k), bj(k), cj(k)

)
,

and the 3D-index IT (0) of the triangulation T is defined as

(16) IT (0)(q) =
∑

k∈Zn−r

q
∑

i ki

n∏
j=1

J(σj ;k),

where the summation is over a (suitable) sublattice Z
n−r ⊂ Z

n, obtained by
setting r of the edge weights ki equal to zero. For r = 1 we can set any ki = 0;
but in general the r edge weights set to zero must be chosen carefully (see
[GHRS15, Sections 4.5, 4.6]).

More generally, the 3D-index gives a function IT : H1(∂M ;Z) ∼= Z
2r →

Z((q
1
2 )) defined as follows. Let γ be an oriented multicurve on ∂M with no

contractible components, such that γ is in normal position with respect to the
induced triangulation T∂ of ∂M . Then let γh be the component of γ in cusp
h and express γh = phμh + qhλh, where μh corresponds to the row Mh in the
gluing matrix and λh corresponds to Lh. Now put

J(σj ;k, γ) = JΔ
(
aj(k, γ), bj(k, γ), cj(k, γ)

)
,

where the coefficients aj(k, γ), bj(k, γ), cj(k, γ) are precisely the entries in the
linear combination

∑n
i=1 kiEi +

∑n
h=1(phMh + qhLh) corresponding to tetra-

hedron σj .
Then the general 3D-index of the triangulation T is defined as

(17) IT
(
[γ]

)
(q) =

∑
k∈Zn−r

q
∑

i ki

∏
j

J(σj ;k, γ),

where [γ] ∈H1(∂M ;Z) is the homology class of γ and the summation is over
Z
n−r ⊂ Z

n as above. (It is shown in [GHRS15] that the sum only depends on
the homology class of γ.)

Example 4.1. For the figure eight knot complement M , with the ideal
triangulation given by Thurston [Thu77, Section 4], we have the induced
triangulation on ∂M shown in Figure 2 (as viewed from the cusp).

From this, we can read off the following gluing data. See Table 1.
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Figure 2. A labelled triangulation of the cusp of the figure
eight knot complement.

Table 1. Gluing data for the figure eight knot complement

Edge/Peripheral curve a1 b1 c1 a2 b2 c2
Edge 1 (dark) 2 1 0 2 1 0
Edge 2 (light) 0 1 2 0 1 2
Meridian μ 0 0 1 −1 0 0
Longitude λ 0 0 0 2 0 −2

Choosing generators μ,λ for H1(∂M,Z) = Z
2 corresponding to the stan-

dard meridian and longitude, and integer weights k1 = k, k2 = 0 on the edges
gives

IT (xμ+ yλ) =
∑
k∈Z

qkJΔ(2k, k,x)JΔ(2k− x+ 2y, k,−2y)

=
∑
k∈Z

IΔ(k− x,k)IΔ(k+ 2y, k− x+ 2y).

For example, up to terms of order q10, we have

IT (0) = 1− 2q− 3q2 + 2q3 + 8q4

+ 18q5 + 18q6 + 14q7 − 12q8 − 52q9 − 106q10 + · · · ,
IT (μ) = −2q− 2q2 + 2q3 + 8q4 + 16q5 + 16q6

+ 10q7 − 14q8 − 52q9 − 102q10 + · · · ,
IT (2μ) = −q− q2 + 3q3 + 6q4 + 12q5 + 9q6 + 3q7

− 19q8 − 50q9 − 88q10 + · · · ,
IT (λ) = q3 + 2q4 + 5q5 + 2q6 − 3q7 − 16q8 − 32q9 − 52q10 + · · · ,

IT (4μ+ λ) = q− q4 − 2q5 − 5q6 − 8q7 − 10q8 − 11q9 − 6q10 + · · · .

In this example, it is easy to check that IT (±xμ± yλ) = IT (xμ+ yλ), and we
can also define the index for x ∈ Z, y ∈ 1

2Z, as done in [DGG13]. For example,

IT

(
1

2
λ

)
= −2q3/2 + 4q7/2 + 10q9/2 + 14q11/2 + 10q13/2

− 2q15/2 − 32q17/2 − 68q19/2 + · · · ,
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Figure 3. The four types of triangular disks (left) and one
of the three types of quadrilateral disks (right).

IT

(
μ+

1

2
λ

)
= −q− q2 + 2q3 + 7q4 + 11q5 + 11q6 + 3q7

− 17q8 − 49q9 − 88q10 + · · · ,

IT

(
2μ+

1

2
λ

)
= −q1/2 + q5/2 + 4q7/2 + 7q9/2

+ 7q11/2 + 3q13/2 − 12q15/2 − 31q17/2 − 62q19/2 + · · · .

5. Dependence on the choice of triangulation

Physics predicts that the 3D-index as defined above should give a topological
invariant of the underlying manifold M , but this is not known in general.

The first difficulty is that the summation in (17) need not even converge
(as a formal power series) for all ideal triangulations T . But the good trian-
gulations can be characterised using normal surface theory.

Given a triangulation T of a 3-manifold M , an embedded surface S ⊂M
is a normal surface if it intersects each tetrahedron in a finite collection of
disjoint normal quadrilaterals (‘quads’) and triangles as shown in Figure 3.
In each tetrahedron, there are 4 types of normal triangles and 3 types of
normal quads.

Embedded normal surfaces were introduced by Kneser [Kne29] and devel-
oped by Haken [Hak61b], [Hak61a] to create a normal surface theory which
has played a key role in the development of algorithmic 3-manifold topol-
ogy. Haken observed that (not necessarily embedded) closed normal surfaces
are parametrised by vectors of quad numbers and triangle numbers in Z

7n

satisfying linear matching equations. Tollefson [Tol98] showed that the quad
numbers are enough to determine a closed normal surface up to multiples of
the boundary tori. These give vectors in Z

3n satisfying linear Q-matching
equations.

Definition 5.1 ([JR03], [KR05]). An ideal triangulation T is 1-efficient
if
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Figure 4. Moves on (topological) triangulations.

(0) it contains no embedded normal 2-spheres or projective planes, and
(1) the only embedded normal tori or Klein bottles are vertex-linking.

Theorem 5.2 ([GHRS15, Theorem 1.2]). The sum defining IT ([γ]) con-
verges for all [γ] ∈H1(∂M ;Z) if and only if the sum IT (0) converges if and
only if the ideal triangulation T is 1-efficient.

We will outline a new, more direct proof of this result in Section 8 below,
by rewriting the index as a sum of contributions from normal surfaces.

It is shown in [GHRS15] that 1-efficient triangulations exist for many im-
portant classes of cusped 3-manifolds including all hyperbolic manifolds and
small Seifert fibre spaces. But they cannot exist for 3-manifolds containing
(embedded) essential spheres, projective planes, tori or Klein bottles which
are not boundary parallel.

It is known by the work of Matveev and Piergallini (see [Mat87], [Mat03],
[Pie88]) that any two triangulations T ,T ′ (with at least 2 tetrahedra) of a
given closed 3-manifold M can be connected by a sequence of 2-3 and 3-2
Pachner moves. We can also consider 0-2 and 2-0 moves on triangulations as
shown in Figure 4.

The pentagon identity for the tetrahedral index gives the following key
property of the 3D-index.

Theorem 5.3 ([Gar16, Section 6],[GHRS15, Theorem 1.1]). If T and T ′

are related by a 2-3 move and both are 1-efficient, then IT = IT ′ .

The quadratic identity for the tetrahedral index gives:

Theorem 5.4 ([GHRS15, Theorem 5.1]). If T and T ′ are ideal triangula-
tions related by a 0-2 move and both are 1-efficient, then IT = IT ′ .

It is currently unknown whether any two 1-efficient triangulations of a given
cusped manifold are connected by 2-3/3-2 and 0-2/2-0 moves preserving 1-
efficiency. See Section 12 for a discussion of some experimental results on this
question.
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However, using the previous results, we can obtain a topological invariant
IM of any cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold M as follows (see [GHRS] for the
details).

• Consider the canonical or Epstein–Penner decomposition of M into convex
ideal hyperbolic polyhedra (using horoball cusp neighbourhoods of equal
volume if M has more than one cusp).

• If the Epstein–Penner decomposition is a triangulation T , then we define
IM = IT .

• In general, we can define IM = IT where T is any triangulation in a class
EP consisting of all regular triangulations of the Epstein–Penner cells, with
all possible layered triangulations of the bridge regions between any incom-
patible triangulations of the faces.

• A regular triangulation of a set of points A = {ai} in R
n, is obtained by

lifting the points vertically to points (ai, ti) in R
n+1, taking the bottom

faces of their convex hull in R
n+1, and then projecting back to R

n. (Use
the projective model to extend this definition to H

n.)
• All triangulations in class EP admit semi-angle structures, hence are 1-
efficient.

• Results of Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky on regular triangulations im-
ply that EP is connected by sequences of 2-3, 3-2, 0-2 and 2-0 moves,
staying within 1-efficient triangulations. But the index is invariant under
such moves, so I(T ) is the same for all T in EP .

• Hence, we obtain a well-defined invariant for any cusped hyperbolic 3-
manifold.

6. Some Q-normal surface theory

In this section, we discuss surfaces in general position with respect to an
ideal triangulation. This discussion is similar to the one of Haken who studied
and encoded normal surfaces in general position with respect to a triangulation
of a closed 3-manifold. A major difference is that amongst surfaces in general
position with respect to an ideal triangulation is the class of embedded spun
normal surfaces (a concept introduced by Thurston [Thu77], [Wal11]), which
intersect each tetrahedron in a finite number of quadrilaterals, and a possibly
infinite number of triangles. Also, just as in the closed case, a spun normal
surface can be reconstructed from its quadrilateral data and the quadrilaterals
satisfy the Q-matching equations.

Let M be an orientable 3-manifold with boundary consisting of r tori, and
let T be an oriented ideal triangulation with n tetrahedra. Let E denote the
set of edges of T , and recall that � denotes the set of quad types in the
tetrahedra of T . Of course, |E|= n and |�|= 3n.

Recall that the Q-normal surface solution space Q(T ;R) for T is a subset
of R� ∼=R

3n consisting of real quad coordinates assigned to the quad types in
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Figure 5. The hexagon H has three arcs which are normal
arcs and three arcs (labelled by double lines) that are not
normal arcs and represent the “middle” intervals.

T satisfying the Q-matching equations of Tollefson. After choosing a cyclic
ordering of quad types in each tetrahedron, compatible with the orientation
on T , we can write the quad coordinates of S ∈Q(T ;R) as a vector

S = (a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn) ∈
(
R

3
)n

=R
3n,

where (aj , bj , cj) are the quad coordinates of S in tetrahedron j.
Let Q(T ;Z) =Q(T ;R) ∩ Z

3n be the sublattice of Q(T ;R) of integer solu-
tions, and let Q(T ;Z+) = Q(T ;Z) ∩ R

3n
+ denote the set of integer solutions

with non-negative quad coordinates. Then each element x of Q(T ;Z+) deter-
mines a (possibly singular) spun normal surface in T obtained by taking xA

disjoint copies of the quad qA together with additional normal triangles. The
resulting surface is a (possibly singular) closed normal surface if only finitely
many triangles are added, and is embedded if there is at most one non-zero
quad coordinate in each tetrahedron. (See Kang [Kan05], Tillmann [Til08].)

6.1. Construction of spun normal surfaces. Next, we give a brief ex-
position of the construction of a spun normal surface from solutions to the
Q-matching equations following [DG12] and [Til08]. (This approach goes back
to lectures of W. Thurston and was used by J. Weeks in SnapPea.)

For a spun normal surface, there is a fixed pattern of normal arcs in each
ideal triangle, consisting of three infinite families of parallel arcs (one at each
corner). Further there is a well-defined “middle” interval in each edge of the
triangle separating two of these families. with 3 normal arcs form a hexagon,
as described in [DG12]. See Figure 5.

Next, consider the arc pattern on the boundary of a tetrahedron: Along
each edge, there is an integer “shear” or “shift” parameter which specifies
how the adjacent arc patterns fit together, and we choose a sign convention
as shown in Figure 6 (as viewed from outside the tetrahedron).

We require that the sum of shear parameters along the three edges meeting
at a vertex is zero. This means that there is an infinite family of parallel
normal triangles at each tetrahedron vertex, and also implies that the shear
parameters on opposite edges are equal. With our sign convention, quad
coordinates (a, b, c) for quad types qA:01:23, qA:02:13, qA:03:12 in a tetrahedron
correspond to shear parameters (c − b, a − c, b − a) along the edges of the
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Figure 6. A shift of −3 fromHr toHl. (In general, shearing
parameters measure the offset from right to left as viewed
from outside the tetrahedron.)

Figure 7. With two quads at the bottom edge of the left
hexagon and top edge of the right hexagon, we have a shear
of +2 along the edge between. The right figure gives all of
the shearing coordinates on the tetrahedron.

tetrahedron facing qA:01:23, qA:02:13, qA:03:12. (Figure 7 shows the case of two
quads of type qA:01:23, separating vertices 0, 1 from vertices 2, 3.)

Now there is a unique way to glue together the arc patterns in two tetra-
hedra meeting along a common face, as the middle intervals in the faces must
match up. The arc patterns from all the tetrahedra in the triangulation then
fit together consistently (without any shearing) around an edge class if and
only the sum of the shear parameters over all edges in the edge class vanishes.
These conditions are precisely the Q-matching equations.

6.2. Geometric generators for Q-normal classes. The work of Kang–
Rubinstein [KR04, Theorem 2.1] (also see Luo–Tillmann [LT08, Section 2])

shows that the space Ñ(T ;R) ⊂ R
7n of all closed normal classes satisfying

Haken’s matching equations (including, for example, the boundary tori) has

a basis given by edge solutions Ẽi and tetrahedron solutions T̃j where 1≤ i,
j ≤ n. These project to edge solutions Ei and tetrahedron solutions Tj under
the map which forgets triangular coordinates, giving the image N(T ;R) ⊂
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R
3n. Define Q0(T ;R) as the solutions of the Q-matching equations corre-

sponding to closed normal surfaces. It is a result of [Tol98] that the Q-
coordinates determine a normal surface up to multiples of the peripheral nor-
mal tori and so Q0(T ;R) =N(T ;R).

When considering the map from all closed normal classes to Q-normal
solution space, the closed normal surface solutions coming from the boundary
tori map to the zero vector. Thus, such a map introduces one linear relation
for each cusp, which in fact gives the only relations (see, for example, the
proof of [KR04, Theorem 3.1]), so dimQ0(T ;R) = 2n− r, Explicitly, the quad
coordinates for Ei are precisely the coefficients in the edge equation for the ith
edge in T , and the quad coordinates for Tj are (1,1,1) in the jth tetrahedron
and (0,0,0) in all other tetrahedra.

The space Q(T ;R) of all Q-normal classes is spanned by edge solu-
tions, tetrahedron solutions and peripheral curve solutions (see [KR04, Theo-
rem 3.1]). The peripheral curve solutions are linearly independent from the
edge and tetrahedron solutions, and there are two linearly independent pe-
ripheral curve solutions Mk,Lk per cusp corresponding to a choice of basis
(“meridian” μk, “longitude” λk) of H1(∂kM ;R) for each component ∂kM of
∂M . In fact, a suitable choice of n − r edge solutions together with the n
tetrahedral solutions and the 2r peripheral solutions form a basis for the real
solution space Q(T ;R), which therefore has dimension 2n + r (which also
follows from [KR04, Theorem 3.1]).

In fact, the statements above follow from the symplectic relations of
Neumann–Zagier (see [NZ85], [Neu92], [Cho06]). Let A be the n × 3n glu-
ing equation matrix for T , with rows given by E1, . . . ,En. Then the n× 3n
matrix of Q-matching equations B is given by B =AC where C is the 3n×3n
block diagonal matrix made up of n copies of⎡

⎣ 0 1 −1
−1 0 1
1 −1 0

⎤
⎦

(see Tillmann [Til08]). We can also regard C as the linear map C :R3n →R
3n

given by

C(a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn)

= (−b1 + c1,−c1 + a1,−a1 + b1, . . . ,−bn + cn,−cn + an,−an + bn).

Then the Q-matching equations have coefficients C(Ei) for i= 1, . . . , n. (Com-
pare Section 6.1 above.)

Now the skew-symmetric pairing of Neumann–Zagier is given by

ω :R3n ×R
3n →R, ω

(
x,x′)=Cx · x′,

where · denotes the dot product. Explicitly, given vectors

x = (a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn),
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x′ =
(
a′1, b

′
1, c

′
1, a

′
2, b

′
2, c

′
2, . . . , a

′
n, b

′
n, c

′
n

)
∈
(
R

3
)n

we have

ω
(
x,x′)=

n∑
j=1

(∣∣∣∣aj a′j
bj b′j

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣bj b′j
cj c′j

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣cj c′j
aj a′j

∣∣∣∣
)
.

(Compare [Neu92], [Cho06].)
It follows that S ∈R3n satisfies the Q-matching equations if and only if

(18) ω(Ei, S) =C(Ei) · S = 0 for all i= 1, . . . , n.

It is immediate that each tetrahedral solution Tj satisfies the Q-matching
equations; in fact, C(Tj) = 0 so ω(x,Tj) = −ω(Tj , x) = −C(Tj) · x = 0 for
all x ∈ R

3n. Further, the Neumann–Zagier symplectic relations say that all
symplectic products of Ei,Mk,Lk for i= 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , r are zero except
that

ω(Lk,Mk) = 2 =−ω(Mk,Lk) for each k = 1, . . . , r.

Hence, we can conclude that the edge solutions Ei and peripheral solutions
Mk,Lk satisfy the Q-matching equations. In fact, with some more analysis,
it can been seen that the tetrahedral solutions together with a suitable choice
of n− r edge solutions and the peripheral solutions form a basis for the real
solution space Q(T ;R), which has dimension 2n+ r.

As mentioned above, there is a basis for the Q-coordinates of spun normal
surfaces given by appropriately chosen edge solutions {Ei}n−r

i=1 , all tetrahedral
solutions {Tj}nj=1, and peripheral solutions {pkMk + qkLk}rk=1. Hence, for
each choice of xi, yj , pk, qk ∈R we obtain a spun normal class

S =
∑
i

xiEi +
∑
j

yjTj +
∑
k

(pkMk + qkLk).

A normal surface has two important invariants; its Euler characteristic and its
boundary slope. These invariants give rise to two linear maps on the normal
surface solution space Q(T ;R).

Definition 6.1. The formal Euler characteristic is the linear map

χ :Q(T ;R)→R, χ(S) =
∑
i

−2xi −
∑
j

yj

giving the usual Euler characteristic for embedded closed and spun normal
surfaces.

(See [LT08] for a detailed discussion of the closed case, and the Appendix
for the spun normal case using generalised angle structures.)

Definition 6.2. The boundary map

∂ :Q(T ;R)→H1(∂M ;R), ∂(S) = 2
∑
k

(pkμk + qkλk)
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gives the boundary slope and the direction of spinning for embedded spun
normal surfaces. Here μk and λk are the meridian and longitude of cusp k as
defined previously.

(See Tillmann [Til08] for the details.1) Note that at each cusp, a tail of a
spun normal surface is an infinite annulus spiralling into the cusp. There are
two possible directions of spinning for each such tail.

We can compute the boundary in terms of the Neumann–Zagier symplectic
form: since

ω(S,Mk) = ω(pkMk + qkLk,Mk) =−2qk

and

ω(S,Lk) = ω(pkMk + qkLk,Lk) = 2pk

we have

∂(S) =
∑
k

(
−ω(S,Lk)μk + ω(S,Mk)λk

)
.

Note that

∂(S) = 0 if and only if S defines a closed normal class.

Hence, N(T ;R) is the solution space of the Q-matching equations (18)
together with the additional equations

(19) ω(Mk, S) = ω(Lk, S) = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , r.

We now define a quadratic function which will play an important role in
understanding the degree of terms in the 3D-index sums.

Definition 6.3. We define a double arc function

(20) δ :Q(T ;R)→R, δ(S) =
∑
j

(ajbj + bjcj + cjaj),

for

S = (a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn).

Note that for S ∈Q(T ;Z+), ajbj + bjcj + cjaj counts the number of arcs
of intersection between the quads of S in tetrahedron j. In particular,

A normal surface solution S ∈Q(T ;Z+) is embedded if and only if δ(S) = 0.

There is also an associated symmetric bilinear function

δ :Q(T ;R)×Q(T ;R)→R

such that

(21) δ
(
S + S′)= δ(S) + δ

(
S′)+ 2δ

(
S,S′) for all S,S′ ∈Q(T ;R).

1 Our sign convention is opposite to that in [Til08] and Regina v.4.96 ([Bur]), but is

consistent with the boundary map defined in [Neu92] and discussed in Section 7 below.
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Explicitly

δ
(
S,S′)= 1

2

∑
j

(
ajb

′
j + bjc

′
j + cja

′
j

)
+
(
a′jbj + b′jcj + c′jaj

)

if S and S′ have quad coordinates in R
3n given by

[S] = (a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn)

and [
S′]= (

a′1, b
′
1, c

′
1, a

′
2, b

′
2, c

′
2, . . . , a

′
n, b

′
n, c

′
n

)
.

7. Combinatorics of ideal triangulations and integer normal
surface theory

The work of Kang–Rubinstein and Luo–Tillmann, described above, shows
that the edge solutions and tetrahedral solutions span the real vector space
N(T ;R) ⊂ R

3n of closed normal classes, and that these together with the
peripheral curve solutions span the real vector space Q(T ;R)⊂R

3n of all Q-
normal classes. However, over the integers the situation is more subtle—the
integer linear combinations of edge and tetrahedral solutions generally give
only a finite index submodule of N(T ;Z) and the integer linear combinations
of edge, tetrahedral and peripheral curve solutions give a finite index submod-
ule of Q(T ;Z). In this section, we give a precise description of these integer
classes. It turns out that this is a consequence of the results of Neumann
[Neu92] on combinatorics of ideal triangulations.

We regard a Q-normal class as a linear combination of quads in T satisfying
the Q-matching equations of Tollefson [Tol98]. Explicitly, let ZE ∼= Z

n and
Z� ∼= Z

3n denote the free Z-modules with bases given by the (unoriented)
edge classes and quad types in T , respectively. Given a quad qσ in an oriented
tetrahedron σ of T we associate a sign ±1 to each of the edges of σ meeting
qσ as shown in Figure 8. (These signs give the shear parameters along the
edges as explained in Section 6.1.) Adding these contributions gives a linear
map

(22) F : Z�→ ZE

whose kernel is the submodule Q(T ;Z) of Q-normal classes.
Kang–Rubinstein [KR04] observed that for each edge class in T , the sum

of all quad types facing the edges in this class gives an “edge solution” in
Q(T ;Z); this gives a linear map

(23) G : ZE → Z�
with image contained in Q(T ;Z). Further, the sum of the three quad types in
a tetrahedron in T gives a “tetrahedral solution” in Q(T ;Z). We let E,T⊂
Q(T ;Z) ⊂ Z� denote the Z-submodules spanned by the edge solutions and
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Figure 8. Each quad can be replaced by a twisted square
or twisted octagon.

tetrahedral solutions respectively, and let Q0(T ;Z) denote the submodule
E+T⊂Q(T ;Z).

Next, we associate two important homology (or cohomology) classes with
any Q-normal class. First, observe that any quadrilateral in a tetrahedron can
be replaced by a ‘twisted square’ meeting the same edges, or by a ‘twisted
octagon’ in the corresponding truncated tetrahedron with its four external
edges oriented as shown in Figure 8 (compare [Neu92, Figures 9, 10]). Note
that the arrow on each external edge goes from an internal edge labelled +1
to an internal edge labelled −1.

Each spun normal class S ∈ Q(T ;Z) is a linear combination of quads, so
we can replace this by a linear combination S′ of twisted octagons. It follows
from the Q-matching equations that S′ represents a mod 2 homology class
[S]2 ∈ H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z). Here and throughout the paper, we will use [ ]2
to indicate a Z/2Z homology (or co-homology) class. Further, the boundary
edges of S′, oriented as above, represent a homology class [∂S] ∈H1(M ;Z).
In particular, the kernel of the boundary map S �→ [∂S] is precisely the sub-
module N(T ;Z)⊂Q(T ;Z) of closed normal classes.

When S gives an embedded spun normal surface, [∂S] agrees with boundary
map defined by Tillmann in [Til08] (up to sign), and describes the boundary
components of the spun normal surface and the direction of spiralling of the
spun normal surface around ∂M . (With the orientation convention given in
Figure 8, the ends of a spun normal surface spiral up into the cusp to the
right of the oriented boundary curve, as viewed from the cusp.)

Since S′ gives a 2-chain mod 2 whose boundary represents the reduction
of [∂S] mod 2, it follows that(

[S]2, [∂S]
)
∈
{
(a, b) ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z) : ∂∗a= b mod 2

}
,

where ∂∗ : H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z) → H1(∂M ;Z/2Z) is the connecting homomor-
phism in the long exact sequence of the pair (M,∂M). Hence, [∂S] ∈ K =
Ker(H1(∂M ;Z) → H1(M ;Z/2Z)), by the long exact sequence of the pair
(M,∂M) with Z/2Z coefficients.
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Theorem 7.1. The homomorphism

H :Q(T ;Z)→H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z), S �→
(
[S]2, [∂S]

)
has image

ImH =
{
(a, b) ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z) : ∂∗a= b mod 2

}
and kernel

KerH =Q0(T ;Z) = E+T.

In particular, the homomorphism

H0 :N(T ;Z)→H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z), S �→ [S]2

has image

ImH0 = Ker
(
H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)→H1(∂M ;Z/2Z)

)
= Im

(
H2(M ;Z/2Z)→H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)

)
and kernel

KerH0 =Q0(T ;Z) = E+T.

Proof. This essentially follows from Neumann [Neu92, Theorem 5.1] to-
gether with Poincaré duality. To match Neumann’s notation from Sections 4–6
of [Neu92], we let K denote the oriented pseudo-manifold given by the trian-
gulation T with its ideal vertices included. Thus, K is homeomorphic to the
end compactification M̂ of the intM , obtained by collapsing each component
of ∂M to a separate point. Truncating the corners of the tetrahedra in K gives
a cell complex K0 homeomorphic to M with boundary ∂K0 homeomorphic
to ∂M .

Let C0 = ZV ∼= Z
r,C1 = ZE ∼= Z

n, J = Z� ∼= Z
3n be the free Z-modules

with bases given by the cusps, (unoriented) edge classes, and quad types in
T respectively, and let E,T ⊂ Z� denote the Z-submodules spanned by the
edge solutions and tetrahedral solutions respectively. Then Neumann defines
a chain complex

0→C0
α−→C1

β−→ J
β∗

−→C1
α∗
−−→C0 → 0,

where J = Z�/T∼= Z
2n, α gives the sum of all edges incident to a vertex, α∗

is a map that associates to an edge the sum of its endpoints, and β and β∗

are defined so that the following diagram commutes:

J = Z�

π

F

C1 = ZE

G

β

C1 = ZE

J = Z�/T

β∗
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Here, π : Z�→ Z�/T is the quotient map.
To relate this to integer Q-normal surface theory, we observe that Kerβ∗ =

Q(T ;Z)/T and Imβ = (E+T)/T.
Now Neumann’s Theorem 5.1 gives an isomorphism from Kerβ∗/ Imβ =

Q(T ;Z)/(E+T) to{
(f, g) ∈H1(M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z) : i∗f = g mod 2

}
,

where i∗ : H1(M ;Z/2Z) → H1(∂M ;Z/2Z) is induced by the inclusion map
i : ∂M → M . In other words, this is the set of pairs (f, g) with f ∈
Hom(H1(M),Z/2Z), g ∈ Hom(H1(∂M),Z), such that f(γ) = g(γ) mod 2
for all γ ∈ H1(∂M), where we write H1(∂M) = H1(∂M ;Z) and H1(M) =
H1(M ;Z).

Now we have a commutative diagram

H1(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)
j∗−−−−→ H1(M ;Z/2Z)

i∗−−−−→ H1(∂M ;Z/2Z)⏐⏐�∼=
⏐⏐�∼=

⏐⏐�∼=

H2(M ;Z/2Z)
j∗−−−−→ H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)

∂∗−−−−→ H1(∂M ;Z/2Z)

,

where the vertical maps are the isomorphisms given by Poincaré duality. This
gives an isomorphism

Q(T ;Z)/(E+T)∼=
{
(a, b) ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z) : ∂∗a= b mod 2

}
,

where ∂∗ : H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z) → H1(∂M ;Z/2Z) is the connecting homomor-
phism in the long exact sequence of the pair (M,∂M). A careful examination
of Neumann’s work shows that this isomorphism is given by the homology
map H : S �→ ([S]2, [∂S]) defined above. �

Remark 7.2. Using Poincaré duality and the Mayer–Vietoris sequence, it
follows that

ImH0 = Im
(
H2(M ;Z/2Z)→H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)

)
∼= Ker

(
H1(M ;Z/2Z)→H1(∂M ;Z/2Z)

)∼=H1(M̂ ;Z/2Z),

where M̂ is the pseudo-manifold given by the triangulation T with its ideal
vertices included; thus M̂ is homeomorphic to M with a cone attached over
each boundary torus.

Remark 7.3. When M has no non-peripheral Z/2Z homology (for ex-
ample, if M is a knot or link exterior in a Z/2Z homology sphere), then
Q0(T ;Z) = N(T ;Z) consists of all closed normal classes. Further, K =
Ker(H1(∂M ;Z) → H1(M ;Z/2Z)) is a subgroup of index 2r in H1(∂M ;Z)
where r is the number of components of ∂M .

In general, Q0(T ;Z) is a finite index submodule of N(T ;Z), and for any
normal surface class S ∈N(T ;Z) its “double” 2S lies in Q0(T ;Z).
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7.1. Geometric generators for integer Q-normal classes. Next, we
describe explicit generators for N(T ;Z). First, recall that Q0(T ;Z) = E+T is
generated by the edge solutions and tetrahedral solutions described by Kang–
Rubinstein [KR04]. It follows from Theorem 7.1 and the previous remark
that

N(T ;Z)/Q0(T ;Z)∼= ImH0
∼=H1(M̂ ;Z/2Z).

Given a mod 2 class a ∈ ImH0 = Im(H2(M ;Z/2Z)→H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)),
we can construct a closed normal class S0 ∈ N(T ;Z) with [S0]2 = a and
[∂S0] = 0 as follows. Choose a simplicial 1-cocycle z ∈ Z1(T ;Z/2Z) repre-

senting the dual cohomology class in H1(M̂ ;Z/2Z). This assigns an element
0̄ or 1̄ ∈ Z/2Z to each edge of T , and we lift these to integers 0,1 ∈ Z giving
a 1-cochain z̃ ∈C1(T ;Z). Since z is a mod 2 cocycle, it follows that the sum
of integers attached to the edges of any triangle in T is even. This implies
that the integers attached to edges of any tetrahedra in T are either: (i) all 0,
(ii) 1 at the three edges of a triangular normal disc, 0 elsewhere, or (iii) 1
at the four edges of a quad, 0 elsewhere. Now we can construct an embedded
closed normal surface S by taking one triangle in each tetrahedron of type (ii)
and one quad in tetrahedron of type (iii). Forgetting the triangle coordinates
(if any) gives a closed normal class S0 in N(T ;Z) such that [S0]2 = a and
[∂S0] = 0.

Remark 7.4. Changing z by a coboundary changes S by adding vertex
linking surfaces. But there is a unique closed embedded normal surface of
least weight (i.e. having fewest intersections with the edges) obtained by this
construction.

Given any class b ∈H1(∂M ;Z), a construction of Neumann [Neu92] gives a
normal class S ∈Q(T ;Z) with [∂S] = 2b as follows. Represent b by an oriented
multi-curve β which is in normal position relative to the induced triangulation
T∂ of ∂M . Each oriented normal arc of β lies in a truncated tetrahedron σ of
T and winds around one of the edges of σ, which faces a quad type q in σ.
Now add up the quads associated to all the normal arcs of β, with signs +1
or −1 according to whether the normal arc winds anticlockwise or clockwise
as viewed from the cusp. The result is a normal class with [∂S] = 2b, [S]2 = 0
and χ(S) = 0.

Remark 7.5. These “peripheral curve solutions” give normal classes in
Q(T ;Z) representing all even classes b ∈H1(∂M ; 2Z) ⊂H1(∂M ;Z), that is,
those such that b mod 2 = 0. Adding these to the above closed normal classes
gives normal classes representing all (a, b) ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z)
such that ∂∗a= b mod 2 = 0. We do not know a direct geometric construction
for the other (non-even) classes b ∈K⊂H1(∂M ;Z).
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Remark 7.6. For any Q-normal class S ∈ Q(T ;Z), its double satisfies
[∂(2S)] ∈H1(∂M ; 2Z) and [2S]2 = 0 ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z). Hence, 2S is an in-
teger linear combination of edge solutions, tetrahedral solutions and peripheral
curve solutions.

8. The 3D-index via normal surfaces

We first extend the tetrahedral index JΔ to a function J : Z3n → Z((q1/2))
by defining

(24) J(a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn) =

n∏
j=1

JΔ(aj , bj , cj),

and for each Q-normal class S ∈Q(T ;Z) we define

(25) I(S) =
(
−q1/2

)−χ(S)
J(S),

where χ is the formal Euler characteristic. Then I(S) is unchanged by
adding tetrahedral solutions: if S∗ = S +

∑
j mjTj with mj ∈ Z then J(S) =

(−q1/2)
∑

j mjJ(S∗) and −χ(S) =−χ(S∗)−
∑

j mj , so I(S) = I(S∗). So there
is a well-defined function on the quotient group

(26) I :Q(T ;Z)/T→ Z
((
q1/2

))
,

where T =
∑

j ZTj ⊂ Q(T ;Z) is the subgroup generated by the tetrahedral
solutions.

Taking homology classes of Q-normal classes gives a function S �→
([S]2, [∂S]) which also vanishes on T, so gives a well-defined homomorphism

(27) h :Q(T ;Z)/T→H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z),

and Theorem 7.1 shows that

(28) Imh=
{
(a, b) ∈H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)×H1(∂M ;Z) : ∂∗a= b mod 2

}
and

(29) Kerh=Q0(T ;Z)/T= (E+T)/T,

where E=
∑

iZEi ⊂Q(T ;Z) is the subgroup generated by the edge solutions.

Definition 8.1. For each (a, b) ∈ Imh, we define an extended version of
the 3D-index by

(30) IaT (b) =
∑

[S]∈h−1(a,b)

I
(
[S]

)
.

To compute this, we can choose a normal class S0 ∈Q(T ;Z) with [S0]2 =
a, [∂S0] = b and choose a set of n−r edge solutions (as explained in [GHRS15]),
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say E1, . . . ,En−r, whose integer linear combinations form a complete set of
coset representatives for (E+T)/T. Then

(31) IaT (b) =
∑

k=(k1,...,kn−r)∈Zn−r

I

(
S0 +

∑
i

kiEi

)
.

Corollary 8.2. In particular, the index I0T (0) is a sum over closed normal
classes in Q0(T ;Z) modulo tetrahedral solutions:

(32) I0T (0) =
∑

[S]∈Q0(T ;Z)/T

I
(
[S]

)
=

∑
k=(k1,...,kn−r)∈Zn−r

I

(∑
i

kiEi

)
.

Remark 8.3. It follows immediately from the definition that IaT (−b) =
IaT (b) for all a, b.

Remark 8.4 (Note on Notation). The previous definition of 3D-index from
[GHRS15] only applies to the cases where a= 0 and b ∈H1(∂M ; 2Z). We then
have I0T (b) = IT (b/2) in the notation of [GHRS15]. For the complement M of
a knot in S3 with standard meridian μ and longitude λ, the index IT (m,e)
in [DGG13] is denoted IT (eμ−mλ/2) in [GHRS15] and I0T (2eμ−mλ) here.

8.1. Convergence of the index sum. To understand the convergence of
the index sum (as a formal Laurent series), we need to examine the lowest
degree of the terms in this sum. Given any coset [S] = S + T, we can choose
its “minimal non-negative coset representative” S∗. Explicitly, given

S = (a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, . . . , an, bn, cn) ∈Q(T ;Z)

we have
S∗ =

(
a∗1, b

∗
1, c

∗
1, a

∗
2, b

∗
2, c

∗
2, . . . , a

∗
n, b

∗
n, c

∗
n

)
,

where (a∗j , b
∗
j , c

∗
j ) = (aj −mj , bj −mj , cj −mj) and mj =min{aj , bj , cj}.

Now J(S∗) has leading term q
1
2 δ(S

∗) of degree 1
2δ(S

∗). So each sur-
face [S] occurring in the index sum (30) contributes a term I([S]) =
(−q1/2)−χ(S∗)J(S∗) of lowest q1/2-degree

(33) d
(
[S]

)
= d

(
S∗)=−χ

(
S∗)+ δ

(
S∗)

and leading coefficient (−1)−χ(S∗).

Remark 8.5. Note that S∗ need not give an embedded normal surface,
but there are at most two non-zero quad coordinates in each tetrahedron. In
the next section, we will show how to replace such a normal class by a unique
embedded generalised normal surface S̃.

From this, it is easy to analyse the convergence of the index sums. First,
we give a new proof that the sum I0T (0) converges (as formal Laurent series)
if and only if T contains no embedded normal surfaces of Euler characteristic
≥ 0.
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Theorem 8.6. The index sum for I0T (0) converges (as a formal Laurent
series) if and only if the triangulation T is 1-efficient.

Proof. (⇒) If the triangulation T is not 1-efficient then it contains a closed
embedded normal surface with non-negative Euler characteristic. Doubling
this, if necessary, gives a closed embedded normal surface S ∈Q0(T ;Z+) with
χ(S) ≥ 0, δ(S) = 0 and S∗ = S �= 0. Then for each integer k ≥ 0, (kS)∗ =
kS contributes a term to the sum (32) for I0T (0) with q1/2-degree d(kS) =
−kχ(S)≤ 0. So the index sum cannot converge as a formal Laurent series in
q1/2.

(⇐) Assume that T is a 1-efficient ideal triangulation. First, we note the
following general fact.

Lemma 8.7. The function d=−χ+ δ :Q(T ;R+)→R is superadditive, i.e.

d
(
S + S′)≥ d(S) + d

(
S′).

Hence, d(
∑

i niSi) ≥
∑

i d(niSi) ≥
∑

i nid(Si) for all Si ∈ Q(T ;R+) and all
integers ni ≥ 0.

Proof. This follows since χ is a linear function and δ(S+S′)≥ δ(S)+ δ(S′)
provided all quad coordinates of S and S′ are non-negative. �

Next, we observe that N(T ;Z+) is the set of integer points in a cone defined
by homogeneous linear inequalities with integer coefficients. So we can choose
a set of fundamental solutions (or Hilbert basis in integer linear programming
theory) F1, . . . , Fm for N(T ;Z+). This means that every S ∈N(T ;Z+) can
written (not necessarily uniquely) as a finite sum S =

∑m
i=1 niFi where ni ∈

Z+ and each Fi is irreducible, that is, has no decomposition Fi = x+ y where
x, y ∈N(T ;Z+) and x, y �= 0.

Now consider fi(x) = d(xFi) =−χ(Fi)x+ δ(Fi)x
2, where x≥ 0. Since T is

1-efficient, for each i= 1, . . . ,m, we have either (i) δ(Fi) = 0 and −χ(Fi)≥ 1,
or (ii) δ(Fi)≥ 1. Hence, fi(x)→∞ as x→+∞, and in fact there are constants
ai, bi ∈R with ai > 0 such that fi(x)≥ aix− bi for all x≥ 0.

Then each S ∈ N(T ;Z) can be written as a linear combination S =∑m
i=1 xiFi with xi ∈ Z+ and, using Lemma 8.7, its q1/2-degree satisfies

d(S)≥
m∑
i=1

d(xiFi)≥
∑
i

(aixi − bi).

Thus, d(S) ≤ D implies
∑

i aixi ≤ D +
∑

i bi, which has only finitely many
solutions with xi ∈ Z+. Hence I

0
T (0) converges as a formal Laurent series. �

A similar argument gives the following theorem.

Theorem 8.8. If T is 1-efficient, then IaT (b) converges for all a and b; in
fact

∑
a I

a
T (b) is convergent for all b.
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Proof. We may assume that b �= 0. Now consider the set Qb(T ;Z+) of Q-
normal classes S ∈ Q(T ;Z+) whose boundary ∂S is a non-negative integer
multiple of b. This is the set of integer points in a cone defined by a set
of homogeneous linear equations and inequalities with integer coefficients, so
we can choose a finite set F1, . . . , Fm of fundamental solutions for Qb(T ;Z+)
where ∂Fi = sib with si ∈ Z+.

Given S ∈ Qb(T ;Z+) we can write S =
∑

xiFi where xi ∈ Z+ and ∂S =
(
∑

sixi)b. Let I := {1,2, . . . ,m} and write I = I0 ∪ I1 where I0 = {i ∈ I : si =
0} and I1 = {i ∈ I : si ≥ 1}. Then S = S0 + S1 where S0 =

∑
i∈I0

xiFi and

S1 =
∑

i∈I1
xiFi and ∂S = b if and only if

∑
i∈I1

sixi = 1. So S1 belongs to

the finite set {Fi : i ∈ I1 and si = 1}, and S0 ∈N(T ;Z).
As in the proof of Theorem 8.6 there are constants ai, bi ∈ R with ai > 0

such that d(xiFi)≥ aixi − bi for each i ∈ I1. Now

d(S)≥ d(S1) + d(S0)≥ d(S1) +
∑
i∈I1

d(xiFi)≥ d(S1) +
∑
i∈I1

(aixi − bi).

Hence, given any D ≥ 0 there are at most finitely many S ∈Qb(T ;Z+) with
∂S = b and d(S)≤D. This implies the result. �

Theorem 8.9. If T is spun 1-efficient, that is, contains no embedded
spun normal surface S �= 0 with χ(S) ≥ 0, then the “total index” ItotT =∑

all (a,b) I
a
T (b) converges.

Proof. Let F1, . . . , Fm be a set of fundamental solutions for the set
Q(T ;Z+) of non-negative integer solutions to the Q-matching equations.

Now consider fi(x) = d(xFi) = −χ(Fi)x+ δ(Fi)x
2, where x ≥ 0. Since T

is spun 1-efficient, for each i = 1, . . . ,m, we have either (i) δ(Fi) = 0 and
−χ(Fi)≥ 1, or (ii) δ(Fi)≥ 1. Hence fi(x)→∞ as x→+∞, and in fact there
are constants ai, bi ∈R with ai > 0 such that fi(x)≥ aix− bi for all x≥ 0.

Then each S ∈ Q(T ;Z) can be written as a linear combination S =∑m
i=1 xiFi with xi ∈ Z+ and, using Lemma 8.7, its q1/2-degree satisfies

d(S)≥
m∑
i=1

d(xiFi)≥
∑
i

(aixi − bi).

Thus, d(S) ≤ D implies
∑

i aixi ≤ D +
∑

i bi, which has only finitely many
solutions with xi ∈ Z+. Hence, the total index sum converges. �

Theorem 8.10. Every 1-efficient ideal triangulation of an an-annular 3-
manifold other than the solid torus or solid Klein bottle is spun 1-efficient.

Proof. This follows by a simple barrier argument. For more details see
Jaco–Rubinstein [JR03] and Section 10.3. Assume that T is a 1-efficient
triangulation of an an-annular 3-manifold M , which is not spun 1-efficient.
So there is an embedded spun normal surface S with χ(S)≥ 0 in M . Clearly
then S is a Möbius band, annulus or disk. If S is a disk, M must be a solid
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torus or solid Klein bottle, which are excluded by assumption. So S must be
an annulus or Möbius band. On the other hand, if S is an annulus or Möbius
band, since M is an-annular, S must be topologically boundary parallel, so
is contained in a collar of a boundary component of M . (The Möbius band
case only occurs if M is non-orientable and the corresponding cusp is a Klein
bottle). We can then push the appropriate boundary surface across this collar
to give a torus or Klein bottle T which is boundary parallel. Moreover, the
product region bounded by T and a cusp contains S.

We now wish to construct a barrier using S. Choose a normal torus or
Klein bottle T0 which consists entirely of triangular disks and is parallel to
the cusp in the previous paragraph. We can assume that S and T0 are chosen
to intersect transversely. S ∪ T0 separates M into various regions, with one
such region R homeomorphic to M . The boundary of R contains a ‘piecewise
normal’ torus or Klein bottle and this is a barrier for normalisation of surfaces
in R in the sense of Jaco–Rubinstein [JR03]. So we can normalise the essential
torus or Klein bottle T0 in R to give an embedded normal torus or Klein bottle
which is not normally peripheral, contradicting the assumption that T is 1-
efficient. �

Remark 8.11. A 1-efficient ideal triangulation of an (open) solid torus can
contain an embedded spun normal disk. In fact this happens in Example 11.1
below.

A discussion of angle structures and angle structure with rotational holo-
nomy zero on each peripheral curve follows in the Appendix.

Corollary 8.12. If T admits a strict angle structure with rotational holo-
nomy zero on each peripheral curve, then it is spun 1-efficient. In particular,
this applies to any geometric triangulation of a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold.

Proof. The Euler characteristic of any embedded spun normal surface S
can be calculated as

∑
q∈�−α(q)/π, if α :�→ (0, π) is an generalised angle

structure with rotational holonomy zero on each peripheral curve. If α is a
strict angle structure then the sum is negative, unless S = 0. �

Example 8.13. The 2-tetrahedron triangulation T of the trefoil knot com-
plement in Example 11.2, is not spun 1-efficient. Here I0T (xμ+ yλ) = δ0,x+6y

for x ∈ Z, y ∈ 1
2Z so the total index

∑
x,y I

0
T (xμ+ yλ) diverges.

8.2. Non 1-efficient ideal triangulations. When the triangulation T is
not 1-efficient, it turns out that the series IaT (b) may converge for some b �= 0
even when the series I0T (0) diverges. See Example 11.4 below. The following
result gives an obstruction to convergence.

Lemma 8.14. Assume that an ideal triangulation T contains a Q-normal
class S ∈ Q(T ;Z+) with [S]2 = a and ∂S satisfying [∂S] = b, and there is
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a closed normal surface 0 �= S′ ∈ N(T ;Z+) such that S′ is embedded and
−χ(S′) + 2δ(S,S′)≤ 0. Then the index sum for IaT (b) diverges.

Proof. By replacing S′ by 2S′, if necessary, we can assume that S′ ∈
Q0(T ;Z+). Then for all k ∈ Z+, the normal class Sk = S + kS′ contributes a
term in the index sum (31) for IaT (b) with q1/2-degree

d(Sk) = −χ
(
S + kS′)+ δ

(
S + kS′)(34)

= −χ(S)− kχ
(
S′)+ δ(S) + 2kδ

(
S,S′)+ k2δ

(
S′)

= d(S) + k
(
−χ

(
S′)+ 2δ

(
S,S′))+ k2δ

(
S′).

Hence, d(Sk) remains bounded above as k →+∞ if δ(S′) = 0 and −χ(S′) +
2δ(S,S′)≤ 0. Thus, the index sum diverges. �

In general, we have the following converse.

Theorem 8.15. Assume that an ideal triangulation T does not contain
a Q-normal class S ∈ Q(T ;Z+) with ∂S = b, and a closed normal surface
S′ ∈N(T ;Z+) such that S′ is embedded and −χ(S′)+2δ(S,S′)≤ 0. Then the
index sum IaT (b) converges.

Proof. We start by following the proof of Theorem 8.8. This shows that
there exist finitely many normal classes S1, . . . , Sk ∈ Q(T ;Z+) with ∂Si = b
and finitely many normal classes F1, . . . , Fm ∈ Q(T ;Z+) with ∂Fi = 0 such
that every S ∈Qb(T ;Z+) with ∂S = b can be written as

S = Sj +

m∑
i=1

xiFi, where 1≤ j ≤ k and xi ∈ Z+.

Now

d(S) = d(Sj) +
∑
i

(
−χ(Fi) + 2δ(Fi, Sj)

)
xi +

∑
i,j

δ(Fi, Fj)xixj

≥ d(Sj) +
∑
i

(
−χ(Fi) + 2δ(Fi, Sj)

)
xi + δ(Fi)x

2
i .

For each i ∈ I0 we have, by assumption, either δ(Fi) ≥ 1 or −χ(Fi) +
2δ(Fi, S1)≥ 1 so it follows that

fi(x) :=
(
−χ(Fi) + 2δ(Fi, S1)

)
x+ δ(Fi)x

2

is bounded below for x≥ 0 and approaches +∞ as x→+∞. Since there are
only finitely possibilities for S1, it follows that there are only finitely many
S ∈Qb(T ;Z) such that ∂S = b and d(S)≤D. Hence, the index sum for IaT (b)
converges. �

Remark 8.16. (1) When b = 0 this reduces to Theorem 8.6, as we can
take S = 0 in the above theorem.
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(2) If the triangulation T is 0-efficient, then Theorem 8.15 simplifies to the
following:

IaT (b) converges if and only if T does not contain a Q-normal class
S ∈ Q(T ;Z+) with ∂S = b, and an embedded closed normal surface S′

disjoint from S such that χ(S′) = 0.

9. Invariance under 2-3 and 0-2 moves

The arguments of [GHRS15] extend easily to prove the following.

Theorem 9.1. Let T be an ideal triangulation of M and let T̃ be obtained
from T by a 2-3 move. Then for all a, b as above, IaT (b) = IaT̃ (b) provided both
sides are defined.

Proof. We follow the argument from [GHRS15, Theorem A.1], indicating
the main changes needed in the current setting. Consider a 2-3 move from
T to T̃ ; this occurs in a bipyramid consisting of 2 tetrahedra in T which are
replaced by 3 tetrahedra sharing an edge of order 3 in T̃ .

First note that each Q-normal class S ∈Q(T ;Σ) can be written as a linear
combination of edge solutions, tetrahedral solutions and peripheral curve so-
lutions with coefficients in 1

2Z, by the results of Section 6 (see Remark 7.6).
As in Section 4.4 of [GHRS15], we can represent S by a linear combination
ω of oriented normal arcs in the induced triangulation T∂ of ∂M , chosen so
that each quad coordinate for S is a sum of 4 “turning numbers” of normal
arcs, coming from the 4 corners of the tetrahedron containing the quad (see
Figure 7 of [GHRS15]).

Explicitly, for each edge solution we choose a small normal linking circle
in ∂M around one end of the edge in T , we choose oriented normal curves
representing each peripheral class, and for each tetrahedral solution we choose
three normal arcs oriented anticlockwise in a triangle coming from one corner
of the tetrahedron. (If tetrahedral solutions are needed in the bipyramid, we
choose the two triangles at the degree 3 vertices at the top and bottom.) One
difference from [GHRS15] is that the coefficients of the normal arcs here can
be half-integers; but each sum of turning numbers giving a quad coefficient is
still an integer.

To compute the index IaT (b), we choose a normal class S0 with [S0]2 = a
and [∂S0] = b, and have a contribution from each normal class

Sk = S0 +
∑

kiEi,

where k = (ki) ∈ Z
n−r is a set of integer weights on a set of n − r “basic

edges”. (The excluded edges are taken from a “maximal tree with 1- or
3-cycle for T ” as in Theorem 4.3 of [GHRS15]; this ensures that the map
k= (ki) �→

∑
kiEi+T is an isomorphism from Z

n−r onto (E+T)/T.) We can
represent S0 by a linear combination ω of oriented normal arcs as described
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above. By adding ki small linking circles around one end of the ith edge in T ,
we obtain a linear combination ωk of oriented normal arcs which gives the
quad coordinates of Sk = S0 +

∑
kiEi.

The construction of [GHRS15] shows how to replace ω by a linear combi-

nation ω̃ of oriented normal arcs in T̃∂ representing a normal class S̃0 in T̃
and this satisfies [S̃0]2 = [S0]2 and [∂S0] = [∂S̃0]. (Essentially, S̃0 is obtained
by subdividing the normal disks of S0, so its homology classes do not change.)
Then the index sum for IaT̃ (b) has a contribution for each normal class

S̃k̃ = S̃0 + k0Ẽ0 +
∑

kiẼi,

where k0 is the integer weight on the new edge class Ẽ0 in T̃ , and k= (ki) ∈
Z
n−r as above give the weights on the edge classes Ẽi coming from T . Adding

small linking circles around one end of each edge in T gives a linear combi-
nation of normal arcs ω̃k̃ which gives the quad coordinates of S̃k̃.

The proof of the Pentagon Equality (Lemma A.3 in [GHRS15]) now goes
through verbatim; this gives the result. The only difference in the current set-
ting is that coefficients of normal arcs and turning numbers can now be half-
integers. However, since the sums giving quad coefficients used in the tetra-
hedral index functions are integers, the arguments of [GHRS15] go through
without change. �

The arguments from [GHRS15] also extend to give the following.

Theorem 9.2. Let T be an ideal triangulation of M and let T̃ be obtained
from T by a 0-2 move. Then for all a, b as above, IaT (b) = IaT̃ (b) provided both
sides are defined.

Proof. Here the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [GHRS15] applies, if we start with
a linear combination ω of oriented normal arcs in T∂ with 1

2Z coefficients giving
the quad coordinates of S0 with homology classes [S0]2 = a and [∂S0] = b. �

10. Generalised normal surfaces

Embedded normal surfaces were introduced by Kneser [Kne29] in 1929. In
the 1950s and 1960s, Haken [Hak61b], [Hak61a], [Hak68] extensively devel-
oped the theory of normal surfaces (via handle decompositions and also via
triangulations) and applied this to basic algorithmic questions in topology.
The solutions to Haken’s matching equations include branched and immersed
normal surfaces, which are the result of gluing together finitely many normal
disks in tetrahedra of a triangulation of a closed manifold or an ideal triangu-
lation of a compact manifold with boundary. In the 1980s, Thurston suggested
the theory of spun normal surfaces (see [Til08], [Wal11]). These are obtained
by gluing finitely many quadrilaterals but possibly infinitely many triangular
disks, as long as there are at most a finite number of such disks which are
not contained in ‘tails’ which are infinite annuli spiralling around a cusp. We
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will again specify if a spun normal surface is embedded—in general it can be
branched or immersed. Moreover, spun normal surfaces may contain no tails,
in which case they are (closed) normal surfaces.

In this section, we discuss generalised normal surfaces and normal classes.
The former have been called k-normal surfaces, spinal surfaces and helicoidal
surfaces in the literature (see [Mat03], [FM09], [FKB08], [Bac]). Our aim is
to show the interesting connections both with normal surface theory and with
the duality between homology and cohomology. Moreover, the lattices over
which the 3D-index is evaluated can be represented as collections of embed-
ded generalised normal surfaces, lying in a particular Z/2Z-homology class.
Finally generalised normal surface theory can be viewed as a projection of nor-
mal surface theory, with the subspace of solutions spanned by the tetrahedral
solutions quotiented out.

10.1. Generalised normal and spun normal surfaces. First, we discuss
normal curve theory (with real coefficients) on the 2-sphere equipped with its
four simplex triangulation as the boundary of a tetrahedron Δ3. We just
recall the key points (see [Mat03, Section 3.2] for a detailed exposition).

• There are 12 normal arc types in ∂Δ3 and so normal curves are defined by
non-negative integer vectors in R

12 satisfying 6 matching equations. It is
easy to see that edge weights of normal curves determine the numbers of
normal arcs and there are six independent edge weights. Hence, the solution
space W (R) to the matching equations is 6-dimensional.

• For the integer solution space W (Z) to the matching equations, the only
additional constraints on the edge weights are mod 2 conditions. Namely,
the three edges weights at a face are either all even or two are odd and one
even.

• There are precisely 7 vertex classes of the projective solution space P , which
is a 5-dimensional polytope. These vertices are the classes of the 4 bound-
aries of triangular normal disks and the 3 boundaries of quadrilateral normal
disks. They satisfy precisely one relation: that the sum of the triangular
curves is the sum of the quadrilateral curves.

• There are 21 facets of P which are all 4-simplices. Namely, there are 12
facets containing 3 quadrilateral curves and 2 triangular curves as vertices,
3 facets containing 4 quadrilateral curves and 1 triangular curve, and 6
facets containing 2 quadrilateral curves and 3 triangular curves.

Next, we want to analyze the quotient space N(T ;Z)/T of integer normal
classes modulo tetrahedral solutions, working in quadrilateral space.

For each tetrahedron, this is equivalent to studying the normal arc solution
space W (Z) modulo the Z-submodule spanned by the 4 triangular curves in
the boundary of the tetrahedron. This is a 2-dimensional space generated by
the coset representatives of any 2 of the 3 quadrilateral curves. So elements
can be viewed as integer linear combinations of any 2 quadrilateral curves.
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Figure 9. A (3,2) normal curve on the square pillowcase,
with edge weights 3,2 and 5 along the tetrahedron edges.

We can represent the tetrahedron as a square pillowcase, triangulated with
2 triangles on the top and 2 triangles on the bottom, and choose normal coordi-
nates so that the 3 quadrilateral curves correspond to (1,0), (0,1), (1,1) ∈ Z

2.
Now it is easy to see what happens when we take a linear combination
p(1,0) + q(0,1) = (p, q) where p, q ∈ Z+. If p and q are relatively prime, then
the (p, q) normal class can be represented by a simple closed geodesic of slope
q/p on a square pillowcase with edge weights p, q, p+ q as shown in Figure 9.
In general, if p, q are not relatively prime, we get d parallel copies of a simple
closed normal curve where d= gcd(p, q).

Alternatively, if we lift to the 2-fold branched covering of the 2-sphere over
the 4 vertices, the result is a 2-torus. Then the (p, q) normal curve lifts to
simple closed (p,2q) curves on the torus.

Definition 10.1. A generalised normal disk in a tetrahedron is a properly
embedded disk whose boundary is an embedded simple closed normal curve.

Remark 10.2. These generalised normal disks arise naturally in the theory
of Dehn filling of tangles, introduced by Montesinos in [Mon73]. Namely, the
generalised normal disks are the disks that separate the two strands of a
rational tangle.

Definition 10.3. A generalised normal surface in an ideal triangulation T
of a compact 3-manifold is an embedded surface which meets each tetrahedron
of T in a finite collection of disjoint generalised normal disks.

Remark 10.4. Special cases of this notion have been considered previously,
for example in [Mat03], [FM09], [FKB08], [Bac].

Lemma 10.5. Given a closed normal class S in Ñ(T ;Z+) with at most two
non-zero quadrilateral coordinates in each tetrahedron, there is an embedded
generalised normal surface S̃ with the same edge weights, which is unique up
to normal isotopy.
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Proof. This is essentially the same argument as the construction of a closed
normal surface from its triangle and quad coordinates (see, for example,

[Mat03]). Any solution S ∈ Ñ(T ;Z+) to Haken’s matching equations gives
an embedded collection of normal arcs in the 2-skeleton of the triangulation
which is unique up to normal isotopy: first choose w(e) disjoint points in the
each edge e where the “weight” w(e) is the number of normal disks meeting
edge e, and extend this to an embedded collection of normal arcs in each tri-
angle. The arc pattern on the boundary of each tetrahedron can then can be
filled in uniquely (up to normal isotopy) by adding generalised normal disks
and normal triangles. The matching equations imply that these fit together
to give a generalised normal embedded surface. �

We can also consider generalised spun normal surfaces in an ideal triangu-
lation T , which meet each ideal tetrahedron in a finite collection of disjoint
generalised normal disks and possibly infinitely many triangular normal disks.

Lemma 10.6. Given a Q-normal class S in Q(T ;Z+) with at most two non-
zero quadrilateral coordinates in each tetrahedron, there is a unique embedded
generalised spun normal surface S̃ such that the edge weights of the non-
triangular disks in S and S̃ agree.

Proof. This is analogous to the construction of a spun normal surface from
a solution S to the Q-matching equations, as described in [Til08] (see also
[DG12]). We first choose w(e) disjoint points in the each edge e where w(e)
is the weight of quadrilateral normal disks of S meeting edge e, and extend
this to an embedded collection of normal arcs in each triangle. Next add
infinitely many parallel arcs at each corner of each triangle. The arc pattern
on the boundary of each tetrahedron can then can be filled in uniquely (up
to normal isotopy) by adding generalised normal disks and infinitely many
normal triangles. There is a unique way to glue together the faces of tetrahe-
dra in pairs in the given combinatorial pattern so the normal arcs match, and
the Q-matching equations show that the generalised normal disks fit together
consistently (without any “shearing”) around each edge class. Removing any
boundary parallel normal surface components gives the desired embedded gen-
eralised spun normal surface S̃. (If ∂S = 0, the result is an embedded closed
normal surface.) �

Remark 10.7. In the above two lemmas, S̃ is connected if the class S is
irreducible.

The normal classes needed for the summation to get the 3D-index corre-
spond to embedded generalised normal surfaces. The correspondence is unique
in the sense that the process produces a unique embedded generalised normal
or spun normal surface with at most two non-zero quadrilateral coordinates
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in each tetrahedron. This gives bijections

(35)
Q(T ;Z)/T ↔ Q(T ;Z+)↔ {embedded generalised spun normal surfaces}

∈ ∈ ∈

[S] = S +T↔ S∗ ↔ S̃

10.2. Degrees of index terms. Recall, from equation (33), that the q1/2-
degree of a term I([S]) in the q-series for the 3D-index is given by the expres-
sion

d(S) = d
(
S∗)=−χ

(
S∗)+ δ

(
S∗),

where S∗ is the minimal positive coset representative for [S] = S + T. Then
S∗ is a normal class with at most two quadrilateral types in each tetrahedron,
and

d
(
S∗)=−χ

(
S∗)+∑

i

piqi,

where pi, qi ≥ 0 are the numbers of quadrilaterals for S∗ in the ith tetrahedron,
and χ(S∗) denotes the formal Euler characteristic of S∗.

Lemma 10.8. Let S ∈ Q(T ;Z) be a Q-normal class and let S̃ be the em-

bedded generalised normal surface S̃ corresponding to S∗. Then

(36) d(S) =−χ(S̃) +
∑
i

(
piqi − pi − qi + gcd(pi, qi)

)
,

where pi, qi ≥ 0 are the numbers of quadrilaterals for S∗ in the ith tetrahedron.
It follows that

(37) d(S)≡ χ(S̃) mod 2.

Further,

(38) d(S)≥−χ(S̃)

with equality if and only if S̃ is a “special” embedded generalised normal sur-
face, i.e. in each tetrahedron one of the coefficients pi or qi is either 0 or
1.

Proof. We can choose a generalised angle structure on T with vanishing
rotational peripheral holonomy by Proposition A.2, and use this to compare
the Euler characteristic of S̃ with the formal Euler characteristic of S∗, using
Proposition A.4 and Definition A.6 from the Appendix.

In both cases, we get corner terms of (formal angles)/2π which add to 1

for each vertex. Moreover, the number of edges in S̃ is the same as for S∗,
but the number of disks is reduced from

∑
i(pi + qi) to

∑
i gcd(pi, pi). So

χ(S̃) = χ(S∗) +
∑

i(gcd(pi, qi)− pi − qi). Hence, d(S∗) =−χ(S∗) +
∑

i piqi =

−χ(S̃) +
∑

i(piqi − pi − qi + gcd(pi, qi)).
Checking the cases p, q even or odd shows that pq−p− q+gcd(p, q) is even

for all integers p, q. Hence, d(S)≡−χ(S̃)≡ χ(S̃) mod 2.
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The final result now follows from the observation that for any integers
p, q ≥ 0 we have

• pq− p− q+ gcd(p, q) = 0 if p or q is 0, and otherwise,
• pq − p− q + gcd(p, q)≥ pq − p− q + 1 = (p− 1)(q − 1)≥ 0 with equality if

and only if p or q is 1.

�
Remark 10.9. A very similar function is studied in [FKB08, Section 4.1].

Remark 10.10. We will be particularly interested in terms in the 3D-index
sum which have non-positive degrees.

10.3. Normalisation and barriers. There is a well-known procedure going
back to Kneser [Kne29] for ‘normalisation’ of an embedded closed surface S in
a triangulation T of a manifold M . We can assume initially that the surface
S is transverse to the triangulation. There are five basic moves:

(1) Compress S along an embedded disk D in the interior of a tetrahedron
Δ, which meets S in C = ∂D, where either C is essential in S or a disk
bounded by C in S meets ∂Δ.

(2) Isotope a disk D′ of intersection of S with a tetrahedron across a face of
the tetrahedron, where ∂D′ lies in a face and is an innermost curve in
that face.

(3) Isotope an innermost arc of intersection of S with a face of the triangu-
lation across an edge. Here the arc has both ends on the edge and there
are no intersections of S with the bigon cut off by the arc in the face.

(4) Boundary compress the intersection of S with a tetrahedron. This occurs
along a bigon which intersects S in one arc of its boundary with the other
arc contained in an edge of the tetrahedron.

(5) Finally, any component which is a sphere contained in the interior of a
tetrahedron is removed.

Kneser [Kne29] and Haken [Hak61b] show that any surface can either be
normalised, that is, either converted to a non-empty normal surface by a
sequence of such moves, or else converted to the empty surface.

Remark 10.11. If an embedded sphere S or an embedded torus T is con-
verted to the empty surface when normalised in one of its complementary
regions, then that region is a 3-ball or solid torus in M bounded by S or T
respectively.

In fact, if S or T did not bound a 3-ball or solid torus respectively then
there is no isotopy or a disk compression followed by an isotopy, shrinking S
or T , respectively to a point.

Definition 10.12. An embedded surface S′ is a barrier for the normalisa-
tion of S if it satisfies the following conditions. First, S′ ∩ S = ∅. Second, S
can be normalised by moves in the complement of S′.
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Figure 10. (left) A schematic diagram of the 12-gon deter-
mined by coordinates (2,1,0). (right) An embedding of this
12-gon. The region R faces the dark shaded side, while R′

faces the lighter side.

Theorem 10.13. Let T be an ideal triangulation of compact manifold with
boundary consisting of tori. Suppose that S′ is a “simple” embedded gener-
alised normal surface in T , i.e. has at most one generalised normal disk in
each tetrahedron. Then S′ is a barrier for normalisation of any surface in its
complement.

Proof. Consider the two regions R,R′ obtained by splitting a tetrahedron
Δ open along a generalised normal disk D in S′. The faces of these regions
consist of a copy of D and the result of splitting the faces of Δ open along
∂D. The latter produce faces which are either triangles, quadrilaterals or
pentagons. (Hexagons cannot arise since a generalised normal disk has at
most two different arc types in any triangular face of Δ.)

Choose a maximal family of disjoint non parallel properly embedded bigon
compressing disks for each of the regions R,R′, as in the fourth normalisation
move. Thus, a quadrilateral face of R or R′ has two associated bigon disks, one
along each edge of Δ in its boundary, whereas a pentagon has one such bigon.
(Figure 10 exhibits the case where D is a 12-gon, with ∂Δ stereographically
projected to the plane.)

If either region is compressed along all these disks, each of the resulting
components is either a tetrahedron, where the compression of D gives a face
of the tetrahedron, or a 3-ball with boundary a pair of disks, where one disk
is the result of compressing D and the other disk is in a face of Δ.

Suppose that S is a surface disjoint from S′. If S meets either region R,R′,
then notice that the intersection of S with the above families of bigon disks
can be used to perform normalisation moves on S in the complement of S′.
For if there is a loop C in S ∩Di where Di is one of the bigon disks and either
C is essential on S or a disk bounded by C in S meets ∂Δ, then this gives a
first normalisation move. On the other hand, if there are arcs in S ∩Di, these
give third or fourth normalisation moves.

After performing all such normalisation moves, the resulting surface again
denoted by S is still disjoint from S′ but also from all the bigon disks in R,R′.
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It is easy to see that we can perform additional first or second normalisation
moves so that S ∩Δ consists entirely of triangular normal disks and spheres
in interior Δ and after discarding any sphere components we have normalised
S in Δ.

This argument can clearly be performed in all tetrahedra containing a
generalised normal disk, and in tetrahedra containing only normal disks, the
argument in [JR03] applies. This completes the proof. �

Corollary 10.14. If S∗ is a two-sided embedded “simple” generalised nor-
mal surface (i.e. has at most one generalised normal disk in each tetrahedron),
then it can be pushed off itself to either side and normalised in its complement.

Remark 10.15. If we consider an arbitrary generalised normal surface S∗

which is not necessarily simple, the same idea shows that any surface S in the
complement of S∗ can be transformed into a generalised normal surface, by
moves similar to the ones above for normalisation. The difference in this case
is that if S∗ has parallel generalised normal disks bounding a product region
R in a tetrahedron and S meets R, then S might be transformed to intersect
R in parallel copies of these generalised normal disks.

Theorem 10.16. Let T be a 1-efficient ideal triangulation of a cusped,
orientable 3-manifold M , and assume that M is not a solid torus or T 2 × I .
Then T contains no closed embedded simple generalised normal surface S̃ with
χ(S̃)≥ 0.

Proof. Recall that T 1-efficient implies that M is irreducible and atoroidal.
Suppose first that S̃ is two-sided in M . Now by the barrier argument in
Corollary 10.14, we can push the simple generalised surface S̃ off itself on
either side, and normalise it. The result is either (i) a normal sphere, or (ii)
a normal torus, or else (iii) the surface becomes empty.

The first case clearly contradicts the assumption of 1-efficiency.
In the second case, note that the surface may normalise to a peripheral

torus at a cusp when it is pushed off itself to a side containing a cusp. Since
we are assuming that M is not T 2 × I , it follows that normalisation to a
peripheral torus cannot occur on both sides of a generalised normal torus.
But then, pushing off to at least one side, we would get a normal torus which
is topologically but not normally parallel into a cusp, again contradicting
1-efficiency.

So we are left with the case that the surface becomes empty. If S̃ is a
sphere, it cannot bound a ball on both sides and hence yields a normal sphere
on one side or the other by Remark 10.15, contrary to assumption.

If S̃ is a torus, it could be compressible. In this case, the torus bounds a
solid torus or cube-with-knotted-hole. In the latter case, the sphere resulting
from compressing S̃ does not bound a ball in the complement of S̃ so can be
normalised giving a normal sphere, contrary to assumption. So we are left
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with the final case, where S̃ is a torus bounding a solid torus. The other side
of S̃ must contain a cusp of M . But then if S̃ is compressible on this side, the
result is a sphere which can be normalised, contradicting the assumption of
1-efficiency. On the other hand, if S̃ is incompressible on the side containing
a cusp, either S̃ normalises to give a non-peripheral normal torus, contrary
to 1-efficiency, or M is a solid torus, which is excluded by our hypothesis. So
the case where S̃ is two-sided is complete.

If the generalised normal surface S̃ is one-sided it is a projective plane or
Klein bottle. The first case contradicts irreducibility. If S̃ is a Klein bottle, the
boundary of a small regular neighbourhood of S̃ is either an incompressible
torus, contradicting the atoroidal assumption, or compressible and M is a
closed prism manifold, contradicting the hypothesis that M has a cusp. This
completes the proof. �

Lemma 10.17. Let T be a 1-efficient ideal triangulation of M , which is
either a solid torus or T 2 × I . Then T contains no closed embedded simple
generalised normal surface S̃ with χ(S̃)> 0, and no closed embedded normal

surface S̃ with χ(S̃) = 0 which is non-peripheral. However, T always contains

a closed embedded generalised normal S̃ with χ(S̃) = 0. In fact, there is an

almost normal torus S̃ containing one octagonal disk.

Proof. If there was a simple generalised normal surface S̃ with χ(S̃) > 0,

then S̃ would be a sphere or projective plane. A projective plane can be
normalised and in the case of a sphere, S̃ could be normalised to the side which
was not a ball. Both cases contradict 1-efficiency. Similarly there cannot be
a non-peripheral normal surface S̃ with χ(S̃) = 0 for the same reason.

By a standard sweepout argument, starting with a peripheral normal torus
at a cusp and sweeping to a core circle or the other cusp, there must be
an intermediate almost normal torus S̃—see Rubinstein [Rub97] or Stocking

[Sto00]. If S̃ was obtained by attaching a tube to a normal sphere, this would

contradict 1-efficiency. Hence, S̃ must have one octagonal disk as claimed. �

Remark 10.18. The proof of Theorem 10.16 shows that a 1-efficient tri-
angulation T of a closed orientable 3-manifold M other than S3 or a lens
space contains no closed embedded simple generalised normal surface S̃ with
χ(S̃)≥ 0. (Here 1-efficient means there are no embedded normal spheres, pro-
jective planes, Klein bottles or tori, except for vertex linking spheres and edge
linking tori. The former are boundaries of a small regular neighbourhood of
a vertex, and the latter are obtained similarly from an edge which is a loop.)

Corollary 10.19. Let T be a 1-efficient ideal triangulation of a manifold
M other than the solid torus or T 2 × I , and let 0 �= S ∈N(T ;Z) be an irre-
ducible closed normal class. Then the contribution of S to the 3D-index sum
has q1/2-degree d(S)≥ 1.
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Proof. Since S is irreducible, it contains no tetrahedral solution summand,
so S = S∗ is the minimal non-negative coset representative of [S] = S + T.
Then S∗ contains at most two quad types in each tetrahedron, so can be
replaced by an embedded generalised normal surface S̃ by Lemma 10.5. Now S̃
is connected since S is irreducible, and d(S)≥−χ(S̃) by Lemma 10.8. Assume

first that S̃ is not simple, so there are at least two of two different quadrilateral
types in some tetrahedron for S∗. But then Lemma 10.8 implies that d(S)≥ 2.

On the other hand, if S̃ is simple and M is not a solid torus, then χ(S̃)< 0
by Theorem 10.16, hence d(S)≥ 1. This completes the proof. �

Remark 10.20. This result fails for 1-efficient triangulations of the solid
torus and T 2×I . Here every normal class S contributing to the index sum has
degree d(S)≥ 0, but an almost normal torus S gives a contribution d(S) = 0.
(Compare Example 11.1 below.)

An important consequence of these results is the following basic fact about
the 3D-index.

Corollary 10.21. If T is a 1-efficient ideal triangulation, then the 3D-
index I0T (0) is a formal power series in q, not just a formal Laurent series in

q1/2.

Proof. By equation (32) and the bijections in (35), I0T (0) is a sum of contri-

butions from closed generalised normal surfaces S̃ with mod 2 homology class
[S̃]2 = 0 ∈ Im(H2(M ;Z/2Z) → H2(M,∂M ;Z/2Z)). Since M is orientable it

follows that S̃ is orientable, so contributes contributes a term with q1/2-
degree d(S̃)≡ χ(S̃)≡ 0 mod 2, by equation (37). Further, d(S̃)≥ 0 by Corol-
lary 10.19 and Remark 10.20. �

In general, we expect that the minimum q1/2-degree dmin of I0T (kb) grows
quadratically as k→+∞. However, this is no longer true if b is the boundary
of an embedded spun normal surface.

Lemma 10.22. Assume T is a 1-efficient triangulation of a 3-manifold
other than the solid torus or T 2 × I . Assume that T contains an embedded
spun normal surface S with ∂S = b �= 0, and that S is the only irreducible
spun normal class in Q(T ;Z+) whose boundary is a positive integer multiple
of b. Then the minimum q1/2-degree dmin of I0T (kb) grows at mostly linearly
as k→+∞. In fact, dminI

0
T (kb)≤−χ(S)k for all even k ≥ 0.

Proof. For each even k ≥ 0, kS has ∂(kS) = kb and [kS] = 0 so contributes
a term to I0T (kb) with d(kS)∗) = d(kS) =−χ(S)k + δ(S)k2 =−χ(S)k. Now,
by our assumption, any S′ with ∂S′ = b can be written as S′ = kS + S0

where ∂S0 = 0. Hence, d(S′)≥ d(kS)+d(S0)> d(kS) unless S0 = 0 by Corol-
lary 10.19. �
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Example 10.23. For the figure eight knot complement, with its canonical
triangulation T given in Example 4.1, there are embedded, essential, spun
normal once-punctured Klein bottles with boundary b =±4μ± λ and Euler
characteristic χ=−1 giving a term in I0T (kb) of degree −χk = k for each k ≥ 0.
Further this is the only irreducible spun normal class with boundary a positive
multiple of b, so by Lemma 10.22 this is the minimum q1/2-degree of I0T (kb).
(Compare the calculations for I0T (8μ + 2λ) = IT (4μ + λ) and I0T (4μ + λ) =
IT (2μ+ 1

2λ) given in Example 4.1.)
For the trefoil knot complement, with its 2 tetrahedra triangulation T given

in Example 11.2, we have I0T ((xμ+yλ)) = δ0,x+6y . Here there is an embedded,
essential, spun normal Möbius strip S with boundary b=±(6μ− λ) giving a
contribution to I0T (kb) of degree 0 =−χ(S)k for all k ∈ Z+. Further, this is
the only irreducible spun normal class with boundary a positive multiple of b,
so Lemma 10.22 again applies.

11. Some examples

In this section, we give some examples of index computations for ideal trian-
gulations with 2 tetrahedra, taken from the census of triangulations described
in Section 12 below.

11.1. Solid torus. The (open) solid torus has a 1-efficient triangulation T
by 2 tetrahedra with isomorphism signature ‘cMcabbgds’, and gluing equa-
tion/holonomy coefficient matrix (from SnapPy) given by:⎡

⎢⎢⎣
2 1 2 2 2 2
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0 0 2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

(Here the peripheral curves μ,λ correspond to the meridian and longitude
for the unknot in S3.) Summing over integer weights k on edge 2 gives the
3D-index

IT (xμ+ yλ) =
∑
k∈Z

qkJΔ(0, k+ x+ y,0)JΔ(0,−x,2y)

= J(0,−x,2y)q−x−y
∑
k∈Z

qkJ(0, k,0) = 0

since ∑
k∈Z

qkJΔ(0, k,0) =
∑
k∈Z

IΔ(0, k)q
k = I(0, q, q) =

(qq−1; q)∞
(q)∞; q

= 0

using equation (2).
It follows that the 3D-index vanishes identically for all 118753 1-efficient

ideal triangulations of the solid torus with at most 6 tetrahedra, since we
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have checked that these are all connected to T by 2-3, 3-2, 0-2 and 2-0 moves
preserving 1-efficiency.

11.2. Trefoil complement. The right-handed trefoil complement
(‘L103001’ in SnapPy) has a 2-tetrahedron triangulation T with gluing equa-
tion/holonomy coefficients given by:

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 2 2 2 1 2
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 1 0 0
1 0 −4 4 −1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

Hence, summing over edge 2, the 3D-index is

IT (xμ+ yλ) =
∑
k∈Z

JΔ(k+ y,0,−x− 4y)JΔ(x+ 4y, k− y,0)

=
∑
k

qkIΔ(x+ 4y, k+ y)
(
−q1/2

)−x−4y
IΔ(x+ 4y, k− x− 5y)

=
∑
k′

qk
′(−q1/2

)−x−6y
IΔ

(
m,k′

)
IΔ

(
m,k′ − x− 6y

)

=
∑(

−q1/2
)−x−6y

δ0,−x−6y = δ0,x+6y,

where we put k′ = k+ y and m= x+ 4y and used the quadratic identity.
Note that IT (γ) is non-trivial exactly when γ is a multiple of the boundary

curve −6μ+ λ of the essential annulus (and Möbius strip) in the trefoil knot
exterior.

11.3. T 2 × I. There is a unique triangulation of T 2 × I with 3 tetrahedra.
Regina’s isomorphism signature of the triangulation is ‘dLQacccbjkg’. This
triangulation turns out to be 1-efficient and has the following gluing equa-
tion/holonomy coefficients (from SnapPy):

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Because both this triangulation and the solid torus triangulation have a
degree one edge, the computation is very similar to that of Example 11.1.
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Let ω = (x1μ1 + y1λ1, x2μ2 + y2λ2). Then

IT (ω)(q) =
∑
k2∈Z

qk2JΔ(k2 − y1,0,0)JΔ(x2, y1, x1 + y2)JΔ(x1 − y2,−x2, y1)

= JΔ(k2 − y1,0,0)JΔ(x2, y1, x1 + y2)q
y1

∑
k2∈Z

qk2−y1JΔ(k2 − y1,0,0)

= 0,

since ∑

∈Z

q
JΔ(,0,0) =
∑

∈Z

IΔ(−,0)q
 =
∑

∈Z

IΔ(0, )q



= I(0, q, q) =
(qq−1; q)∞
(q)∞; q

= 0.

11.4. A toroidal example. The 2-tetrahedron ideal triangulation T with
isomorphism signature ‘cPcbbbdei’ is not 1-efficient. In fact, it gives a man-
ifold containing an incompressible torus which splits the manifold in two
Seifert fibred pieces SFS[D2(2,1)(3,1)] and SFS[A2(2,1)]. The gluing equa-
tion/holonomy coefficients (from SnapPy) are given by:⎡

⎢⎢⎣
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 2 1 2 1
0 −1 0 1 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

Hence, summing over edge 1, the 3D-index is given by

IT (xμ+ yλ) =
∑
k∈Z

qkJΔ(k, k− x,2y)JΔ(k+ x,0, k)

=
∑
k∈Z

IΔ(x,2y− k)IΔ(−x,−k).

If x= 0, y = 0, then the above sum
∑

k IΔ(0,−k)2 is divergent, as expected
by Theorem 5.2, since each term with k ≤ 0 has degree 0.

However for x �= 0 the sum converges, and experimentation suggests the
sum simplifies to the following geometric series:

IT (xμ+ yλ) =
(−1)xq|x|(|y+x/2|+1/2)

(1− q|x|)
, for x �= 0.

Putting

xμ+ yλ= aμ+ (b− a/2)λ= a(μ− λ/2) + bλ= aμ̄+ bλ̄

we have symmetries IT (aμ̄+ bλ̄) = IT (±aμ̄+±bλ̄) for a �= 0 (by the duality
and triality identities) and experimentally it seems that

IT (aμ̄+ bλ̄) =
(−1)aqa(b+1/2)

1− qa
, for a > 0, b≥ 0.
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11.5. m009. The manifold X = m009 is the first orientable cusped man-
ifold in the SnapPea census with non-peripheral Z/2Z homology. It has a
triangulation using 3 tetrahedra with gluing equation/holonomy coefficients
E0,E1,E2,M,L (from SnapPy) given by:⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2 0 0 2 1 0 2 1 0
0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 −1 1 0 1 −1 0 0 −1
−1 0 0 1 0 0 −2 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

and the tetrahedral solutions T0, T1, T2 have coefficients⎡
⎣1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

⎤
⎦ .

Here,

• H1(X;Z)∼= Z×Z/2Z.
• H2(X,∂X;Z/2Z)×H1(∂X;Z)∼= Z/2Z× Z

2 with Z
2 generated by the ho-

mology classes μ,λ of the “meridian” and “longitude” chosen by SnapPy.
• K=Ker(H1(∂X;Z)→H1(X;Z/2Z)) is spanned by μ+ λ,μ− λ.
• The taut angle structure with angles α = (0, π,0,0, π,0,0, π,0) has van-
ishing peripheral rotational holonomy, so can be used to compute Euler
characteristics via χ=

∑
−α(q)/π.

• S1 = 1
2E1 =

[
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

]
has ([S1]2, [∂S1]) = (1̄,0) ∈

Z/2Z×Z
2 and χ(S1) =−1.

• N(T ;Z) is spanned over Z by E0,E1,E2, T0, T1, T2 and S1.
• M has ([M ]2, [∂M ]) = (0,2μ) ∈ Z/2Z×Z

2 and χ(M) = 0.
• L has ([L]2, [∂L]) = (0,2λ) ∈ Z/2Z×Z

2 and χ(L) = 0.
• S2 =

1
2 (M + L + T0 − T1) =

[
0 0 1 0 0 −1 −1 0 0

]
has ([S2]2,

[∂S2]) = (0, μ+ λ) ∈ Z/2Z×Z
2 and χ(S2) = 0.

• Q(T ;Z) is spanned over Z by E0,E1,E2, T0, T1, T2, S1, M,L and S2.

To compute the index for the ‘even’ class (0̄,2x,2y) ∈ Z/2Z× Z
2 we sum

over elements of (E+T)/T by taking edge coefficients (0, k1, k2) with k1, k2 ∈ Z

giving

Ieven(2xμ+ 2yλ) =
∑
k1,k2

qk1+k2JΔ(k1E1 + k2E2 + xM + yL)

=
∑
k1,k2

qk1+k2JΔ(−y,2k1 − x,2k2)JΔ(y, k2 + x,2k1 − x)

× JΔ(−2y, k2,2k1 − x+ y)

for example,

Ieven(0,0) = 1− q− q2 + 6q3 + 9q4 + 12q5 − 5q6 − 34q7

− 79q8 − 118q9 − 118q10 + · · · .
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To compute the index for the ‘odd’ class (1̄,2x,2y) ∈ Z/2Z×Z
2 we sum over

elements of the coset (S1+E+T)/T by taking edge coefficients (0, 12 +k1, k2),
k1, k2 ∈ Z giving

Iodd(2xμ+ 2yλ) =
∑
k1,k2

(
−q1/2

)
qk1+k2J(S1 + k1E1 + k2E2 + xM + yL)

=
∑
k1,k2

−q1/2+k1+k2JΔ(−y,2k1 + 1− x,2k2)

× JΔ(y, k2 + x,2k1 + 1− x)JΔ(−2y, k2,2k1 + 1− x+ y)

for example,

Iodd(0,0) = −q1/2 − 2q3/2 + 2q5/2 + 8q7/2 + 11q9/2 + 6q11/2 − 17q13/2

− 57q15/2 − 100q17/2 − 124q19/2 + · · · .
For the class (0̄,1,1) ∈ Z/2Z×Z

2 we take edge coefficients (0, k1, k2) with
k1, k2 ∈ Z giving

Ieven(μ+ λ) =
∑
k1,k2

qk1+k2J(S2 + k1E1 + k2E2)

=
∑
k1,k2

qk1+k2JΔ(0,2k1,2k2 + 1)JΔ(0, k2,2k1 − 1)JΔ(−1, k2,2k1)

= −q+ 4q3 + 7q4 + 6q5 − 7q6 − 32q7 − 65q8 − 89q9 − 81q10 + · · ·.

12. Notes on connectedness of the 1-efficient Pachner graph

In this section, we study the Pachner graph for a compact orientable 3-
manifold M with non-empty boundary consisting of tori. This is a graph
where each vertex corresponds to an ideal triangulation (up to the equivalence
of relabelling) of the manifold M , with an edge connecting two vertices if their
corresponding triangulations can be obtained from one another via 2-3 or 3-2
Pachner moves (as shown in Figures 11 and 12). We give some general results,
then describe a census of all ideal triangulations with at most 6 tetrahedra
which provides a number of examples with interesting properties.

Throughout the section, we will use Burton’s isomorphism signature no-
tation [Bur11] to identify triangulations. Interested readers can replicate the
results of this section by inputting these signatures into Regina to construct
the relevant triangulations. Readers new to this concept will find it helpful to
know that if the first letter of the signature (of those used in this paper) is the
nth letter of the alphabet, then the corresponding triangulation is comprised
of n− 1 tetrahedra.

As mentioned in the introduction, the the Pachner graph of a 3-manifold
with non-empty boundary is connected, and so it is interesting to consider
basic properties of subgraphs of this graph: number of vertices, connected-
ness, etc. For example, we say the geometric Pachner graph is the subgraph
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Figure 11. A 2-3 move on labelled tetrahedra. As the black
square indicates, edges A12 and B13 are identified with C23.

Figure 12. The effect of the 2-3 move on the boundary triangles.

of “geometric” triangulations such that Thurston’s gluing equations have a
solution where each tetrahedral shape has positive imaginary part.

It has been recently shown that the figure eight knot complement admits
infinitely many geometric triangulations, however the geometric subgraph of
the Pachner graph is disconnected (see [DD, Theorem 1.1 and Remark 3.3]).

One can also define the 1-efficient Pachner graph as the subgraph of the
Pachner graph containing only 1-efficient triangulations and the edges between
them.

Before discussing the 1-efficient Pachner graph, we mention that our nota-
tion (used here and in the accompanying code) for Seifert fibred spaces with
non-empty boundary, is consistent with Hatcher [Hat]. Namely, a Seifert
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fibre space over the surface F with exceptional fibres given by the param-
eters {(ai, bi)}ki=1 (with ai > bi > 0 if F is punctured) will be denoted by
SFS[F (a1, b1) · · · (ak, bk)].

First, we point out that for many 3-manifolds the 1-efficient Pachner graph
is infinite. Although this is presumably known to the experts, we include it
for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 12.1. Let M be an cusped irreducible, atoroidal orientable 3-
manifold other then the solid torus S1 ×D2. Then M admits infinitely many
1-efficient triangulations.

The key idea for this proof is to exhibit ideal triangulations that support a
taut angle structure, that is, a semi-angle structure where all angles are either
0 or π. (A semi-angle structure is an assignment of non-negative angles to the
edges in the ideal tetrahedra, so that the angle sum at each ideal vertex in
such a tetrahedron is π.) Also, in [Lac00, Theorem 1], Lackenby shows that
an-annular cusped manifolds admit taut ideal triangulations, which give such
a taut angle structure. Given the hypotheses of the Proposition, we point out
that an-annular is shorthand for Seifert fibre spaces over the disk over than
S1 ×D2 or SFS[D(2,1)(2,1)], and hyperbolic manifolds.

Proof. If M is hyperbolic or a Seifert fibre space over the disk (other than
S1 ×D2 or SFS[D(2,1)(2,1)]), then by [Lac00, Theorem 1], M admits a taut
ideal triangulation, say with n tetrahedra. In this triangulation, about any
edge we can find two faces of the triangulation incident to that edge which
(in an open neighbourhood of the edge) separate the two angles labelled by
π. Performing a 0-2 move along these two faces produces a new triangulation
with n+ 2 tetrahedra. To see that this triangulation supports a taut angle
structure, label each edge in the new edge class of degree 2 by π, the opposite
edges in the tetrahedron by π, and the remaining edges 0. As this is a semi-
angle structure, this new triangulation is 1-efficient since M is atoroidal (see
[KR05, Theorem 2.6]).

If M is Seifert fibred over an annulus with exactly one exceptional fibre,
thenM is fibred over the circle with fibre a surface of negative Euler character-
istic. Therefore, M admits a layered triangulation obtained from expressing
the monodromy of its fibration in terms of edge flips on an ideal triangulation
of the fibre (see, for example, [Lac00, Section 2]). Using this ideal layered
triangulation, we again obtain a taut angle structure and complete the proof
in the same manner as above. �

The following remark uses a dual notion to 1-efficiency, introduced by the
first author [Gar16], to obtain a similar result. Let T be an ideal triangulation
with n tetrahedra and Λ = {λi}3ni=1 a set of 3n generalised angle structures.
Then Λ is a index structure on T if for each Q= (Q1, . . . ,Qn) where Qj is a
choice of quadrilateral type in tetrahedron j, there exist λi such that for all j
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the edges opposite Qj in T have positive angles in λi. This is an obstruction
to having embedded surfaces of non-negative Euler characteristic, and in fact
it is known to be equivalent to T being 1-efficient by [GHRS15, Theorem 1.2].

Remark 12.2. An ideal triangulation of a solid torus will not admit a taut
angle structure (by [KR05], the existence of an embedded generalised normal
torus in a solid torus is an obstruction to existence of a taut angle structure).
Nevertheless, an analogous method can be used to obtain infinitely many
1-efficient triangulations of the solid torus. For example, the triangulation
‘dLQacccbnbb’ has a gluing matrix:⎛

⎝1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

⎞
⎠

and so {(2π,β0,−π − β0, π, β1,−β1, π, β2,−β2) | β0, β1, β2 ∈ R} is a subset of
the generalised angle structures on ‘dLQacccbnbb’. Furthermore, one has
the freedom to adjust these parameters to find an index structure. In fact,
after performing a 0-2 move along the two faces incident to the degree two
edge, we see that a new index structure is obtained since we can obtain new
generalised angle structures by just introducing two new tetrahedra subject
to same constraint as the last two tetrahedra above, that is, the angles are
(π,βj ,−βj). Furthermore, one can then perform 0-2 moves along the faces
incident to any degree 2 edge in the resulting triangulations to obtain more
1-efficient triangulations, and so by an inductive argument there are infinitely
many 1-efficient triangulations of the solid torus.

12.1. A census of ideal triangulations. These examples were obtained
by first compiling a list of all ideal triangulations with at most six tetra-
hedra using Regina’s tricensus function. Then it was determined if these
triangulations were solid tori. Of the remaining triangulations, we then (i)
determined their irreducibility and (ii) checked for incompressible tori and
Klein bottles. The first condition was checked using a light adaptation of
Regina’s isThreeSphere function and the second determined using Regina’s
isSolidTorus and a new function isT2xI (see [Bur]). The latter function is
similar to Haraway’s algorithm [Har, Corollary 15], but instead of using an
analysis of spun normal annuli, it relies on the fact that if M is a 2-cusped
manifold with three S1 × D2 surgeries along slopes {γ1, γ2, γ3}, then M is
homeomorphic to T 2 × I the Berge manifold [Ber91], [Gab89], or is Seifert fi-
bred over the annulus with one exceptional fibre. However, all of the S1×D2

fillings of the Berge manifold are pairwise distance one from each other, and
so if a manifold admits S1 ×D2 fillings along slopes {1

0 ,−
1
1 ,

2
1} then it must

be T 2× I or Seifert fibred over the annulus. The latter can be ruled out since
at least one of the fillings {1

0 ,−
1
1 ,

2
1} will result in a Seifert fibred space over

the disk with two (non-trivial) exceptional fibres.
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Table 2. This table provides information on the various
types of (orientable) ideal triangulations that can be built
from n= 2,3,4,5,6 tetrahedra. Total is the total number of
triangulations for each value of n, S1 × D2 is the number
of solid tori, similarly for T 2 × I and P × S1. Red. counts
the number of reducible manifolds and Tor. counts the num-
ber of toroidal manifolds which are not homeomorphic to
SFS[D(2,1)(2,1)]. Instead SFS[D(2,1)(2,1)] is counted in
SFS which record the number of SFS over the disk or annulus
with two or one exceptional fibres, respectively. Finally, Hyp.
counts the number of hyperbolic manifolds observed. Note
that in each case, this computation is rigorous, in the sense
that the triangulation was connected to a known triangula-
tion via Pachner moves. Finally, Taut records the number of
triangulations admitting a taut angle structure and 1-efficient
records the number of 1-efficient triangulations

n Total S1 ×D2 T 2 × I P × S1 Red. Tor. SFS Hyp. Taut 1-efficient
2 10 3 0 0 0 1 4 2 7 9
3 129 65 1 0 0 15 36 12 47 95
4 1852 917 11 0 107 188 491 138 443 1082
5 26909 14324 197 1 2533 2164 6344 1346 3425 12130
6 414946 219080 2981 32 58508 29451 89933 14961 30688 134538

This allows for a decomposition into prime and atoroidal pieces. Those
pieces were then classified by searching the Pachner graph of the corresponding
triangulations and simplifying the triangulation to that of either a SnapPy
OrientableCuspCensus triangulation (using SnapPy’s identify function) or
until it was equivalent via Pachner moves to a known triangulation of a lens
space (in the case of some prime summands) or a cusped Seifert fibred space
(using a dictionary of triangulations also included with the code). While a
larger library of closed triangulations would be needed for more complicated
prime and JSJ decompositions, this was sufficient for our purposes.

After this coarse classification, the triangulations were then analysed for 1-
efficiency. The results of this census are summarised in Tables 2 and 3 below;
the code used is available as an ancillary file to the arxiv version of this paper.

12.2. Two tetrahedron ideal triangulations. Up to relabelling, there
are 10 triangulations of orientable cusped 3-manifolds that decompose into
two tetrahedra, and these 10 triangulations correspond to seven manifolds up
to homeomorphism. The relevant data are presented in Table 4.
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Table 3. This table provides data on the ideal triangulations
of hyperbolic manifolds in the census. Hyp. gives the total
number of hyperbolic manifolds. Geom. gives the number of
triangulations which SnapPy found an approximate hyper-
bolic structure and Semi-Geom. records the number of tri-
angulations which SnapPy found an approximate hyperbolic
structure possibly with flat (and non-degenerate) tetrahedra.
Strict. Ang. Struct. records the number of triangulations ad-
mitting a strict angle structure, while Semi-Ang. records the
number of triangulations admitting a semi-angle structure.
Finally, Taut records the number of triangulations admit-
ting a Taut structure and 1-efficient records the number of
1-efficient triangulations of hyperbolic manifolds

n Hyp. Geom. Semi-Geom. Strict Ang. Struct. Semi-Ang. Taut 1-efficient
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
4 138 110 121 119 134 134 134
5 1346 670 798 801 1165 1118 1190
6 14961 3857 4923 5221 10908 9927 11512

Table 4. The complete census of ideal triangulations with
two tetrahedra. The homeomorphism descriptions come from
an appeal to the surgery description given by Martelli and
Petronio [MP06], (which the diligent reader can verify using
a tangle computation)

Signature Name 1-efficient
cMcabbgds S1 ×D2 Yes
cMcabbgij S1 ×D2 Yes
cMcabbgik S1 ×D2 Yes
cPcbbbalm SFS[D2(3,1)(3,1)] Yes
cPcbbbali SFS[D2(3,1)(3,2)] Yes
cPcbbbadh SFS[D2(2,1)(3,1)] Yes
cPcbbbadu SFS[D2(2,1)(3,1)] Yes
cPcbbbdxm figure eight sister (m003) Yes
cPcbbbiht figure eight (m004) Yes
cPcbbbdei SFS[D2(2,1)(3,1)]∪ SFS[A2(2,1)] No

Some Pachner paths. To provide a certificate of a path in the Pachner graph
we list the vertices and also provide the face consumed by a 2-3 move or the
edge consumed by a 3-2 move. In the first case, we take the index of the face
in the labelled triangulation determined by the isomorphism signature. In the
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Table 5. Some 1-efficient paths for triangulations of the
solid torus

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3
isoSig 2-3 isoSig 2-3 isoSig 2-3

move move move
‘cMcabbgds’ 0 ‘cMcabbgds’ 0 ‘cMcabbgij’ 0
‘dLQbcccaego’ 0 ‘dLQbcccaego’ 4 ‘dLQbcccahgc’ 5
‘eLPkbcdddhgcgj’ −3 ‘eLPkbcdddhcgcf’ −2 ‘eLAkbccddaegtr’ −3
‘dLQbcccahgc’ −3 ‘dLQacccjrgr’ 2 ‘dLQbcbcaekv’ 2
‘cMcabbgij’ ‘end’ ‘eLPkbcdddhcgbf’ −1 ‘eLAkbccddaegtn’ −4
– – ‘dLQbcccahgo’ −3 ‘dLQbcccahgo’ −3
– – ‘cMcabbgik’ ‘end’ ‘cMcabbgik’ ‘end’

second, we take −index−1 of the edge (the minus sign indicates that an edge
is being consumed and shifting by −1 removes the ambiguity of −0 and +0
that would arise if we were required to perform a 3-2 along edge 0).

Example 12.3 (Solid Torus). The (open) solid torus has 3 minimal ideal
triangulations with 2 tetrahedra. The paths shown in Table 5 are 1-efficient
paths in the Pachner graph connecting these minimal triangulations.

Remark 12.4. This analysis shows that the 1-efficient Pachner graph (of
ideal triangulations) of the solid torus is not connected. Specifically, we can
say the following: Both ‘gLLAQbecefefaaopaaj’ and ‘gLLAQbecefefaaopaan’
are six tetrahedral triangulations of the solid torus that (1) have no degree
3 edges and (2) each 2-3 move along a face in either triangulation results in
a not 1-efficient triangulation. However, we can still relate the 3D-index to
the 3D-index of the triangulations of the solid torus in Table 4. In fact, both
of these six tetrahedral triangulations have (three) degree two edges. After
performing a 2-0 move on any degree two edge of one of these triangulations,
the resulting triangulation is 1-efficient and connected to the triangulation
‘cMcabbgij’ via a path of 1-efficient triangulations. Therefore, the 3D-index
is consistent with the two tetrahedral triangulation of an ideal solid torus
‘cMcabbgij’ by [GHRS15, Theorem 5.1].

Example 12.5 (Trefoil Complement). The trefoil complement (SFS[D2(2,
1)(3,1)]) has two minimal triangulations that are connected along a path of
length 6 (see Figure 13 and Table 6) and a 1-efficient path of length 12 (see
Figure 13 and Table 7).

12.3. Angle structures, 1-efficiency and Pachner moves. A natural
question is how are various properties of triangulations related by Pachner
moves. Throughout this section, Tn will be a triangulation with n tetrahedra,
f will be a face in this triangulation that identifies two distinct tetrahedra tf,1
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Figure 13. A shortest Pachner path between minimal tri-
angulations of the trefoil (given by the Ti’s) and a longer
1-efficient path (given by the Oj ’s). Note, the 1-efficient
path is a shortest path through 1-efficient triangulations us-
ing 2− 3/3− 2 moves. If 0− 2/2− 0, moves are allowed then
both paths shorten to {Ts,O6, Tf} (dashed). Also, a compu-
tation in Regina shows all triangulations along the Ti-path
except Ts and Tf are not 1-efficient.

Table 6. A shortest Pachner path between the two minimal
triangulations of the trefoil complement

Figure name isoSig Move
Ts ‘cPcbbbadh’ 2
T1 ‘dLQacccbgjs’ 1
T2 ‘eLPkbcdddacrnn’ 4
T3 ‘fvPQccdedeeccvbfb’ −1
T4 ‘eLPkbcdddackjj’ −2
T5 ‘dLQacccbgbk’ −3
Tf ‘cPcbbbadu’ ‘end’

and tf,2, and Tn+1,f will be the result of performing a 2-3 move along the face
f . If we call the pairs of edges incident to f in the bi-pyramid defined by tf,1
and tf,2, the belt of f , then we can make the following observation that is well-
known to the experts. We include it because it promotes a useful mentality
and compares favourably to our discussion of 1-efficiency and Pachner moves.

Proposition 12.6. Let Tn be a triangulation with n tetrahedra. With all
notation as above, Tn+1,f admits a strict angle structure if and only if the set of
angle structures contains a strict angle structure (resp. semi-angle structure)
such that each of the three pairs of edges along the belt of f have a sum in
(0, π) (resp. [0, π]).

Proof. We only need to consider the tetrahedra in the bi-pyramid as the
other angles will be unaffected by a 2-3 move.
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Table 7. A shortest 1-efficient Pachner path between the
two minimal triangulations of the trefoil complement

Figure name isoSig Move
Ts ‘cPcbbbadh’ 1
O1 ‘dLQacccjgjb’ 5
O2 ‘eLAkbbcdddugaj’ 2
O3 ‘fLLQcccddeeabvnln’ 5
O4 ‘gLvQQadfeeffjatxcfj’ −5
O5 ‘fLAPcacceeejgjffc’ −3
O6 ‘eLMkbbdddadiih’ 0
O7 ‘fLAPcacceeejgjcrc’ 6
O8 ‘gLvQQadfeeffjaaxcfj’ −4
O9 ‘fLLQcccddeeabvrln’ −4
O10 ‘eLAkbbcdddurar’ −2
O11 ‘dLQacccjgjs’ −3
Tf ‘cPcbbbadu’ ‘end’

Considering Figure 12, this problem reduces to a problem in the Euclidean
plane: namely showing that the triangles incident to the vertices at the top
and bottom of the bi-pyramid each split into 3 triangles with angles in the
desired range. However, the angles around the vertex are all in (0, π) (resp.
[0, π]), so the vertex is embedded in the interior (resp. interior or a side).

The other direction is obvious as an angle structure on Tn+1,f implies
that all angles along the edges of the bi-pyramid are positive (resp. non-
negative). �

12.4. Connected components of normal surfaces. In Figure 11, there
are two bipyramids related by a 2-3 move, one with two tetrahedra which we
call B2 and one with three tetrahedra which we call B3. We will also think of
these as subsets of two triangulations related by a 2-3 move, Tn and Tn+1,f

where f is face identified in B2. In this discussion, we assume that the exterior
faces of B2 are not identified. However, if the exterior faces of B2 are identified
(and therefore B3), then some of these pieces might not appear as subsets of
embedded normal surfaces.

If Sn is a normal surface of Tn, then each piece will have at most one
normal arc in face f . Using the notation from Section 3.1 and Figure 1, we
thus obtain a census of connected components Sn ∩B2 as follows:

(1) tA0, tB1;
(2) (tA1 + tB1), (tA2 + tB3), (tA3 + tB2);
(3) (qA01:23 + tB1), (qA02:13 + tB3), (qA03:12 + tB2), (qB01:23 + tA1), (qB02:13 +

tA3), and (qB03:12 + tA2);
(4) (qA01:23 + qB01:23), (qA02:13 + qB03:12), (qA03:12 + qB02:13).
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Figure 14. The effect of a 2-3 move on a normal disk com-
prised of a triangle and quad.

If Sn+1 is a normal surface of Tn+1,f , we can obtain an analogous result.
Namely, the observation that each connected component of Sn+1 ∩ B3 inter-
sects an interior face of B3 in at most one normal arc, yields the following
list:

(1) (tC0 + tD0 + tE0), (tC1 + tD1 + tE1);
(2) (tC2 + tE3), (tD2 + tC3), (tD3 + tE2);
(3) (tD0+qC02:13+qE03:12), (tE0+qD02:13+qC03:12), (tC0+qE02:13+qD03:12),

(qD01:23 + tC3 + tE2), (tE1 + qD03:12 + qC02:13), (tC1 + qE03:12 + qD02:13);
(4) (qD01:23 + tC3 + tE2), (qE01:23 + tD3 + tC2), (qC01:23 + tE3 + tD2);
(5) (qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 + tE3), (qD01:23 + qE01:23 + tC2 + tC3), (qE01:23 +

qC01:23 + tD2 + tD3);
(6) (qC01:23 + qD01:23 + qE01:23).

Examples of the normal surface pieces of type (3) and (4) are given in
Figures 14 and 15.

Examples of the normal surface pieces of type (5) and (6) are given in
Figures 16 and 17.

The following proposition allows us relate the pieces in both list above via
the 2-3 move that transforms B2 to B3.

Proposition 12.7. Let Tn and Tn+1,f be the triangulations defined above.
For each normal surface Sn of Tn there exists a normal surface Sn+1 of Tn+1,f

obtained by dividing up the normal discs of Sn which intersect B2. In partic-
ular, if Tn+1,f is 1-efficient, then Tn is 1-efficient.

Proof. Following Figure 11, we can consider the images of Sn ∩ B2 under
the 2-3 move:

(1) tA0 = tC0 + tD0 + tE0, tB0 = tC1 + tD1 + tE1;
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Figure 15. The effect of a 2-3 move on a normal disk com-
prised of two quads.

Figure 16. An example of a normal surface piece of B3.

Figure 17. A second example of a normal surface piece of B3.
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(2) tA1 + tB1 = tC2 + tE3, tA2 + tB3 = tD2 + tC3, tA3 + tB2 = tE2 + tD3;
(3) qA01:23 + tB1 = tD0 + qC02:13 + qE03:12, qA02:13 + tB3 = tE0 + qD02:13 +

qC03:12, qA03:12 + tB2 = tC0 + qE02:13 + qD03:12, qB01:23 + tA1 = tD1 +
qC03:12 + qE02:13, qB02:13 + tA3 = tE1 + qD03:12 + qC02:13, qB03:12 + tA2 =
tC1 + qE03:12 + qD02:13;

(4) qA01:23 + qB01:23 = qD01:23 + tC3 + tE2, qA02:13 + qB03:12 = qE01:23 + tD3 +
tC2, qA03:12 + qB02:13 = qC01:23 + tE3 + tD2.

Relations (1) and (2) follow from Figure 12.
Note that qA01:23 + tB1 = tD0 + qC02:13 + qE03:12 follows from Figure 14,

and the remaining two relations can be obtained by an appropriate rotation
(and relabelling) of that figure.

Finally, qA01:23 + qB01:23 = qD01:23 + tC3 + tE2 follows from Figure 15, and
again the remaining two relations can be obtained by an appropriate rotation
(and relabelling) of that figure.

Thus, for any normal surface of Sn, we can map the normal surface pieces
locally to build a normal surface with the same Euler characteristic in Tn+1,f .
Restricting this observation to the case of embedded normal surfaces with
non-negative Euler characteristics shows if Tn+1,f is 1-efficient, then Tn must
be as well. �

We point out that the Luo–Tillmann’s definition of Euler characteristic
on quadrilateral discs in the presence of a generalised angle structure (com-
pare [LT08, Lemma 15] in the case that the curvature is 0) provides a useful
mnemonic for keeping track of relations of type (3) and (4). Namely, these
relations are just the angle sums which occur after a 2-3 move, for example,
edge A01 decomposes into edges C02 and E03 and edges A23 and B23 form
D23.

Proposition 12.8. Let Tn and Tn+1,f be the triangulations defined above,
such that the exterior faces of B2 are not identified. If Tn is 1-efficient and
Tn+1,f is not 1-efficient, then Tn+1,f exhibits an embedded normal surface with
exactly two of the three quad types parallel to the degree three edge created by
the 2-3 move.

Proof. If Tn is 1-efficient and Tn+1,f is not 1-efficient, then there must
be an embedded normal surface Sn+1 in Tn+1,f which intersects B3. If
this intersection is only triangular discs, then Sn+1 would descend to an
embedded normal surface in Tn, and so Sn+1 ∩ B3 must contain at least
one connected component with at least one quad. However, the case anal-
ysis in Proposition 12.7 of the normal discs in B3 shows that each con-
nected component Sn+1 ∩ B3 is in the image of an embedded normal disk
of B2 save four: qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 + tE3, qD01:23 + qE01:23 + tC2 + tC3,
qE01:23 + qC01:23 + tD2 + tD3, and (qC01:23 + qD01:23 + qE01:23).
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However, if the last piece is part of Sn+1∩B3, then there exists a collection

of embedded normal spheres Ŝn+1 of Tn+1,f formed by cutting out all copies
of this annulus and capping off with triangles. If none of these spheres have
pieces of the form: qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 + tE3, qD01:23 + qE01:23 + tC2 +
tC3, and qE01:23 + qC01:23 + tD2 + tD3, then there exists an embedded normal
sphere in Tn, a contradiction. If no annuli of the form (qC01:23 + qD01:23 +
qE01:23) exist in Sn+1 ∩ B3, then again there must be at least one piece of
the form: qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 + tE3, qD01:23 + qE01:23 + tC2 + tC3, and
qE01:23 + qC01:23 + tD2 + tD3, which completes the proof. �

Although qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 + tE3, qD01:23 + qE01:23 + tC2 + tC3, and
qE01:23 + qC01:23 + tD2 + tD3 are not in the image of embedded normal discs
of Tn, they are in the image of a pair of immersed normal discs. For example,
qA03:12+ qB02:13+ qA01:23+ qB01:23 = qC01:23+ qD01:23+ tE2+ tE3+ tC3+ tD2.
This is the key observation in the proof of the following lemma.

Proposition 12.9. Let Tn and Tn+1,f be the triangulations defined above,
such that the exterior faces of B2 are not identified. If Tn admits a strict angle
structure, then Tn+1,f is 1-efficient.

Proof. Suppose Tn+1,f is not 1-efficient. Then there is a closed embedded
normal surface Sn+1 of Tn+1,f with non-negative Euler characteristic.

Just as above, Sn+1 ∩ B3 must contain pieces of the form below, other-
wise there is a closed embedded surface Sn of Tn with non-negative Euler
characteristic:

qC01:23+qD01:23+tE2+tE3, qD01:23+qE01:23+tC2+tC3, qE01:23+qC01:23+
tD2 + tD3, and (qC01:23 + qD01:23 + qE01:23).

By an identical argument to the one used in Proposition 12.8, we can rule
out the annuli of the form (qC01:23 + qD01:23 + qE01:23). Thus, Sn+1 ∩ B3

contains exactly one of the following pairs of quads: qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 +
tE3, qD01:23 + qE01:23 + tC2 + tC3, or qE01:23 + qC01:23 + tD2 + tD3.

Without loss of generality, assume it is qC01:23+qD01:23+ tE2+ tE3. Create
a new surface S′

n+1, by adding a boundary torus to Sn+1 until Sn+1 ∩ B3

contains the same number of copies of (tC3+ tD2) as qC01:23+ qD01:23+ tE2+
tE3. Note that χ(Sn+1) = χ(S′

n+1). The image of S′
n+1 under the 3-2 move, is

an immersed normal surface Sn with the same boundary arcs on B2 as ∂B3 ∩
S′
n+1, with the property that for each copy of qC01:23 + qD01:23 + tE2 + tE3 +

(tC3+ tD2) in B3∩S′
n+1 there is a copy of qA03:12+ qB02:13+ qA01:23+ qB01:23.

In the presence of any generalised angle structure on Tn, each quad is assigned
an Euler characteristic, while the Euler characteristic of the triangles vanishes.
Moreover, this Euler characteristic agrees with the Euler characteristic of
S′
n+1. However, if Tn admits a strict angle structure, then each quad has

a negative contribution to Euler characteristic while each triangle does not
contribute to Euler characteristic. This contradicts χ(Sn+1)≥ 0. �
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Remark 12.10. The analogous statement to Proposition 12.9 for 0-2 moves
does not hold. In fact, ‘eLAkbbcdddhjac’ has a degree 2 edge and is not
1-efficient. However, performing a 2-0 move along this edge results in the
1-efficient (in fact, geometric) triangulation of the figure eight sister manifold,
‘cPcbbbdxm’.

Example 12.11. We next provide an example of how a geometric trian-
gulation can ‘degenerate’ to a triangulation which is not 1-efficient in two
2-3 moves: The triangulation ‘eLAkbccddhhnqw’ is geometric, the 2-3 move
along face 5 gives ‘fLAMcbccdeemejman’ which does not admit a strict angle
structure, and the 2-3 move along face 8 gives ‘gLALQaccefffbgfgmqt’ which
is not 1-efficient.

However, perhaps the simplest example of a non 1-efficient triangulation
arising from a 2-3 move on a 1-efficient triangulation has already been dis-
cussed in Table 6. In fact, the first Pachner move in that path a 2-3 move along
face 2 of ‘cPcbbbadh’ resulting in ‘dLQacccbgjs’ breaks 1-efficiency. We again
point out that there is an immersed normal surface in ‘cPcbbbadh’ determined
by the quads q0:02:13, q0:03:12, q1:02:13, and q1:02:13 (face 2 is 0(023) = 1(023)),
which maps to an embedded normal torus in ‘dLQacccbgjs’. (Note: Regina’s
labelling routine is different from that of the lists in this section.)

Appendix: Generalised angle structures and the Euler
characteristic

The relationship between angle structures and geometric structures is of-
ten described by saying that a generalised angle structure is a solution to the
“linear part” of Thurston’s gluing equations (see [Thu77, Section 4]). How-
ever, often this simplification involves only considering the edge equations,
as in [LT08]. For the discussion below, we will pay special attention to the
completeness conditions coming from the holonomies of the peripheral curves.

Let T be an ideal triangulation with n tetrahedra of a compact, orientable
manifold 3-manifold M with boundary consisting of r tori, and let � denote
the set of all quad types in T .

Recall, from Section 3.2, that a generalised angle structure on T is a func-
tion α : � → R satisfying the equations (14) and (15), which represent the
imaginary part of Thurston’s logarithmic tetrahedral and edge equations (12),
(11).

As described in [Thu77, Section 4.3.2], the logarithm of the derivative of
the holonomy H ′(γ) for each peripheral curve γ must also vanish for a com-
plete hyperbolic structure. Writing down these conditions for a pair of simple
closed peripheral curves generating the fundamental group of each boundary
component gives the logarithmic cusp equations (13).

The analogous condition for angle structures is defined as follows.
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Definition A.1. Given a generalised angle structure α on an ideal trian-
gulation T , the rotational holonomy of a peripheral curve γ is the imaginary
part of the logarithm of the derivative of its holonomy: ρα(γ) = ImlogH ′(γ).

If a generalised angle structure satisfies ρα(γ) = 0 for each peripheral curve
γ, we say it has vanishing peripheral rotational holonomy.

More concretely, this means the vector x= [α(qj) α(q
′
j) α(q

′′
j )] ∈R

3n satis-
fies the linear equations given by the imaginary parts of Thurston’s logarithmic
edge, tetrahedral and completeness equations (11), (12), (13).

In the next section, we will discuss how to assign Euler characteristics to
quad disks in the presence of a generalised angle structure.

Proposition A.2. Let T be an ideal triangulation of a compact mani-
fold M with boundary consisting of tori. Then there exist generalised angle
structures on T with vanishing peripheral rotational holonomy.

Proof. We closely follow the argument for Lemma 10 in [LT08]. Assume
that T has n tetrahedra and ∂M consists of r tori. A vector x ∈R

3n defines
a generalised angle structure with vanishing peripheral rotational holonomy
if and only if

Ax= b,

where A is the (2n+2r)× 3n matrix with rows Ei, Tj ,Mk,Lk and b ∈R
2n+2r

is the vector with n entries 2π, followed by n entries π, then 2r zero entries.
From linear algebra, the equation Ax = b has a solution if and only if

b ∈ Im(A) = Ker(AT )⊥ if and only if

z ∈R
2n+2r and AT z = 0 ⇒ zT b= 0.

Now z =
[
xi yj pk qk

]T ∈Ker(AT ) if and only if S =
∑

i xiEi+
∑

j yjTj+∑
k pkMk +

∑
k qkLk = 0, i.e. S gives the trivial normal class in Q(T ;R).

But this implies that ∂S = 0 so pk = qk = 0 for all k, hence S =
∑

i xiEi +∑
j yjTj = 0. Further −χ(S) =

∑
i 2xi +

∑
j yj = 0, hence zT b = 0. This

proves the result. �
A.1. Euler characteristic from generalised angle structures. The
following result shows how to compute the Euler characteristic of an embedded
spun normal surface using any generalised angle structure. This result is well
known for closed normal surfaces; see, for example, [LT08, Lemma 15].

Proposition A.3. Let T be an ideal triangulation of a cusped 3-manifold
M , and let α :�→ R be a generalised angle structure on T . Then the Euler
characteristic of any embedded spun normal surface S ∈Q(T ;R) is given by

(39) χ(S) =−
∑
q

α(q)xq

π
+

ρα(∂S)

2π
,

where the sum is over all normal classes q in T , xq is the normal coordinate of
q, α(q) ∈R denotes the angle assigned to the two edges facing q, and ρα(∂S)
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denotes the sum of the rotational holonomies of the boundary components of S,
oriented as in [∂S].

This result follows from a combinatorial version of the Gauss–Bonnet the-
orem, as used by Thurston in [Thu77, Section 13.7]. Let S be a compact
surface, possibly with boundary and let C be a cell decomposition of S into
finitely many polygons. Then a formal angle structure (or combinatorial angle
structure) on C is an assignment of real numbers (“angles”) to the corners of
the polygons such that the sum of angles is 2π at each internal vertex.

We compute the Euler characteristic of S as χ(S) = v− e+ f , where v, e, f
are the numbers of vertices, edges and faces in the cell decomposition. Now
each n-gon P contributes 1

2π (sum of corner angles) to v, n× 1
2 = n/2 to e and

1 to f , so contributes a local Euler characteristic

(40) χP =
1

2π
(sum of corner angles in P )− n

2
+ 1

to χ(S) = v− e+ f .
Adding up the terms χP over all polygons P gives a contribution to χ(S)

of +1 for each internal vertex, −1 for each internal edge and +1 for each face.
Assume that there are also k boundary vertices and, hence, k boundary edges.
Then to obtain χ(S) we need to add additional contributions of 1

2π (2π − θi)
where θi is the sum of internal angles at the ith boundary vertex and −1/2
for each boundary edge. This gives

χ(S) =
∑
P

χP +
1

2π

k∑
i=1

(2π− θi)−
k

2
=
∑
P

χP +
1

2π

k∑
i=1

(π− θi),

and last term

(41) kg(∂S) =

k∑
i=1

(π− θi)

represents the total geodesic curvature of the boundary of S. Hence, we obtain
the following.

Proposition A.4 (Combinatorial Gauss–Bonnet). Let S be a compact sur-
face with a finite cell decomposition C equipped with a formal angle structure.
Then the Euler characteristic of S is given by

(42) χ(S) =
∑
P

χP +
kg(∂S)

2π
,

summed over all polygons P , where χP is defined by (40) and where kg(∂S)
denotes the total geodesic curvature of ∂S.

Proof of Proposition A.3. Let S be a (non-compact) embedded spun nor-
mal surface in T and choose a compact subsurface S0 consisting of all quads
and a finite number of normal triangles such that S \S0 is a collection of annuli
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spiralling out to the cusps of M . By adding an additional layer of triangles,
if necessary, we can assume that there is a neighbourhood of ∂S0 consisting
entirely of triangles. Projecting these normal triangles to a horosphere gives
a layer of Euclidean triangles to the left of the boundary, and the rotational
holonomy of ∂S0 is the sum

ρα(∂S) = ρα(∂S0) =

k∑
i=1

(π− θi),

where θi is the sum of triangle angles at the ith vertex on the boundary.
Now S0 has a cell decomposition into quads and triangles, and a generalised

angle structure α on T assigns an “angle” (in R) to each corner of each 2-cell in
this decomposition, giving a formal angle structure on this cell decomposition.
Now each 2-cell gives a contribution to the Euler characteristic as follows:

• Each quad q contributes χ(q) = 1
2π (angle sum)− 1. But the sum of angles

in the quad is 2π minus twice the angle α(q) on the two edges facing q, so
we have χ(q) =−α(q)/π.

• Each triangle t contributes χ(t) = 1
2π (angle sum)− 3/2 + 1 = 0.

Hence, the combinatorial Gauss–Bonnet theorem gives

χ(S) = χ(S0) =−
∑
q

α(q)xq

π
+

1

2π

k∑
i=1

(π− θi) =−
∑
q

α(q)xq

π
+

ρα(∂S)

2π
.
�

Since the boundary term vanishes for any angle structure with vanishing
peripheral rotational holonomy, this gives the following convenient way of
computing the Euler characteristic.

Corollary A.5. Let T be an ideal triangulation of a cusped 3-manifold
M , and let α : �→ R be a generalised angle structure on T with vanishing
peripheral rotational holonomy. Then the Euler characteristic of any embedded
spun normal surface S ∈Q(T ;R) is given by

(43) χ(S) =−
∑
q

α(q)xq

π
.

Definition A.6. For a general Q-normal class S ∈ Q(T ;R) we take the
formula (39) as the definition of the formal Euler characteristic of S. This is
a linear function χ :Q(T ;R)→R.

Remark A.7. The independence of choice of angle structure follows di-
rectly from [LT08, Lemma 15]. For the angle structures in this paper,
(A,κ) = (0,0) and our α(q) is equal to one half of A(q) as in [LT08].

Another consequence of these results is
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Corollary A.8. Each peripheral curve solution has vanishing formal Eu-
ler characteristic. Hence

(44) χ

(∑
i

xiEi +
∑
i

yjTj +
∑
k

(pkMk + qkLk)

)
=−

∑
i

2xi −
∑
j

yj ,

since χ(Ei) =−2 and χ(Tj) =−1.

Proof. Let α be a generalised angle structure on T , and let S be the pe-
ripheral curve solution given by a curve with homology class c ∈H1(∂M ;Z).
Then we have ∂S = 2c (see Section 7.1) and, by definition, ρα(c) =

∑
q α(q)xq

where xq are the quad coordinates of S. Hence,

χ(S) =−
∑
q

α(q)xq

π
+

ρα(∂S)

2π
=−ρα(c)

π
+

ρα(∂S)

2π
= 0.

�
Remark A.9. We could also use the formula (44) to define the formal

Euler characteristic of a general Q-normal class S ∈Q(T ;R).

Example A.10. For the figure eight knot complement with its triangula-
tion given in Example 4.1, the angle structure equations have general solution
of the form

α= (α0 + t1α1 + t2α2 + t3α3)π, with ti ∈R

where α0 = (−1,2,0,1,0,0), α1 = (2,−2,0,−1,0,1), α2 = (1,−1,0,−1,1,0),
α3 = (1,−2,1,0,0,0). This gives rotational holonomies for the meridian and
longitude

ρα(M) = (−1 + t1 + t2 + t3)π and ρα(L) = (2− 4t1 − 2t2)π.

Now there is an embedded spun normal once punctured Klein bottle with
quad coordinates K = (0,0,2,0,1,0) with boundary ∂K = 4μ+ 1λ. The gen-
eral formula (39) for the Euler characteristic gives

χ(K) = −
∑
q

α(q)

π
+

ρα(∂S)

2π
=− 1

π
α ·K +

1

2π
α · (4M +L)

= (−t2 − 2t3) + (−1 + t2 + 2t3) =−1

as expected.
Alternatively, we can write K = 2M + 1

2L + 1T2, hence χ(K) = −1 by
formula (44).

In fact, finding angle structures can be seen as a dual problem to the ex-
istence of surfaces of non-negative Euler characteristic. To make this precise,
we first remind the reader of a key tool, Farkas’ lemma.

Theorem A.11 (Farkas’ lemma). If A is a real m×n matrix and b ∈R
m,

and · the standard Euclidean inner product on R
m, then the following holds:

{x ∈ R
n | Ax = b, x > 0} is non-empty if and only if for all z ∈ R

m such
that AT z �= 0 and AT z ≥ 0, z · b > 0.
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Here x≥ 0 (respectively x > 0) indicates that all coordinates of x are non-
negative (respectively, positive).

By using Farkas’ lemma, we can mimic the above argument for Theo-
rem A.2 to get necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of strict
angle structures with vanishing peripheral rotational holonomy.

Proposition A.12. Let T be an ideal triangulation of a compact manifold
M with boundary consisting of tori. Then there exist a strict angle structure
on T with vanishing peripheral rotational holonomy if and only if there exists
no Q-normal class 0 �= Q ∈ Q(T ;R+) with χ(S) ≥ 0 if and only if 0 �= Q ∈
Q(T ;R+) implies χ(S)< 0.

Proof. We closely follow the argument of Theorem A.2 (and Lemma 10 in
[LT08]). Using the notation from the proof of Theorem A.2, a vector x ∈R

3n

defines a strict angle structure with vanishing peripheral rotational holonomy
if and only if

Ax= b and x > 0.

By Farkas’ lemma, this is equivalent to the condition that

for all z ∈R
2n+2r such that AT z �= 0 and AT z ≥ 0, z · b > 0.

Now if z =
[
xi yj pk qk

]
then S =AT z =

∑
i xiEi+

∑
j yjTj+

∑
k pkMk+∑

k qkLk represents a Q-normal class in Q(T ;R). But AT z �= 0 and AT z ≥ 0
iff S �= 0 and S has all quad coordinates ≥ 0, that is, S ∈Q(T ;R+). Further,
z · b=

∑
i 2xi +

∑
j yj =−χ(S). So the result follows. �
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